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The function of the artist is to execute bis 
own indigenous vision, and having done that, 
to keep faith with this vision. 
1
--Carson McCullers 
Fiercely true to her own dictum, Carson McCullers 
discovered in her first novel the major theme which was 
to absorb her for the remainder of her literary career. 
"Spiritual isolation is the basis of most of my work," 
she has written. "My first book was concerned with this, 
almost entirely, and all of my books since, in one way or 
another. n2 It is a given condition of the McCUllers' world, 
a motif upon which many variations can be played, and she 
has done so with great technical virtuosity, but her initial 
perception that man is doomed to his own loneliness contains 
a finality so precise that no retreat or illusion is ulti­
mately possible. 
Every writer has his own angle of vision from which 
he views the raw materials of his art. For some, the view 
is expansive and panoramic; for others, such as Carson 
McCullers, it is narrowly telescoped. This is not to imply 
lCa1"son McCullers, "The Vision Shared," Thea.tre Arts, 
XXXIV (April, 1950), 28. 
2C3.1"son McCullers, "The Flo'Wering Dream: Notes on 
Writing," Esquire, LII (December, 1959), 162. 
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that her work lacks complexity, but rather, in the words 
of one critic, that !'she plows a deep furrow. ul Her exact­
ing, poetic prose has explored the multi-faceted implica­
tions of human loneliness on nearly every level, on the 
symbolic and the realistic, on tbe physical and tbe 
psychological, on the sociological and individualistic. 
Mrs. McCullers' conclusions are as melancholy as her 
initial premise. Inferring that love is the only force cap­
able of redeeming man from his essential isolation, sbe goes 
on to illustrate, using characters and situations specific­
ally designed to exemplify her thesis, that love is never 
completely reciprocal and is inevitably beset by frustra­
tions, misunderstandings, and the erosion of time. Despite 
poignant attempts on the part of her fictional personalities 
to establish even imperfect rapport with other human beings, 
true communication remains an ultimate impossibility. The 
soul repeatedly selects its own society--but upon shutting 
the door, confronts not the chosen companion but terrifying 
loneliness. Lacking sensitivity to the feeling of others 
and having even less understanding of themselves, Mrs. 
McCullers' characters only intensify the alienation they 
attempt to alleviate. Eacb individual is surrounded by a 
IFrances Downing, Commonweal, XLIV (May 24, 1946), 148. 
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"zone of loneliness,,,l walled off from community, from fam­
ily, from friends, and from himself as well. The vision of 
Carson McCullers', then, is one of disjunction and disunity. 
It is out of this same sense of alientation and its 
consequent isolation that the American novel and its char­
acteristic mode of expression has sprung. Classic American 
fiction, in marked contrast to the English novel, has dealt 
less with the lives of men in society than with the inner 
life of the solitary man wrestling with himself. From Natty 
Bumppo through Abab and Huck Finn, down to Gatsby and Thomas 
Sutpen, the typical American literary hero has emerged as a 
stubbornly unconforming individual, depicted not in the 
process of discovering himself in and through society, but as 
a loner profoundly alienated from the social structure-­
lighting out, as it wers, for the territory. 
This angle of vision, this chasm between one's self 
and the world that modern life has magnified, results in a 
highly subjective fiction, what Richard Chase has dubbed "a 
profound. poetry of disorder. ,,2 Its contraction into a more 
poetic cast acknowledges its incapacity to share widely in 
1 Carson McCullers, The Square Root of Wonderful 
(New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1958), ~8-.-
2Ricbard Chase, 'rbe American Novel and Its Tradi­
tion (New York: DOUbleday, 19j7), p. 2. --­
4 
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affairs of this world, and its introversion of form haa 
increasingly shifted the emphasis from outward action to 
inward reaction, where invention and surprise are found 
not in plot but in the contemplation of the characters 
themselves. 
Such symbolic rendering of experience, with its close 
kinship to the works of Hawthorne and Melville, is the mode 
in which the vision of Carson McCullers has found expression. 
Her conception of fiction is chiefly that of a parable, with 
the narrative burden of the work secondary to that of the 
l
allegorical. This has misled many critics into charging 
her with an unwise selection of characters and situations. 
"It is a narrow corner of human existence she has chosen to 
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explore," wrote one, while another complained that her 
novels "are a series of disclosures, as at a psychoanalyst's • 
. • • designed to make us sympathize with the twig as it is 
bent the wrong way.,,3 But because Mrs. HcCullers is writing 
primarily on the symbolic or even allegorical level, her fic­
tional to/arId, Hitb its freakish heroes /L.11d implausible situa­
tions, is not intended as a realistic transcription of every­
day life. As she herself has explained, 
101iver Evans, "The Achievement of Carson McCUllers," 
English Journal, LI (May, 1962), 301. 
2
-Chester E. Eisinger, Fiction of the Forties (Ghica~o: 
UniV'3rsity of Chicago Press, 1963), p-.-2~8. 
3Alfred Kazin, Contemporaries (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace and Company, 1962""), p. 208. 
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Love, and especially love of a person who is incapable 
of returning or receiving it, is at the heart of my 
selection of grotesque figures to write about--people 
whose physical incapacity is a symbol of their spiritual 
incapacity to love or receive love--their spiritual 
isolation. l 
Carson McCullers is frequently classed as a writer 
of the Southern Gothic School, a school supposedly concerned 
with the grotesque and abnormal, with an outlandish love for 
the morbid. Although her novels in many respects qualify her 
for membership in this group, such a label misses the essential 
point. Behind the strange and horrible in her world are played 
out the most somber misfortunes of the human spirit. Her vic­
tim-heroes speak of frustrations so native to the human condi­
tion that they are perhaps only recognized in the shock which 
comes from seeing them costumed in grotesque attire. Daily 
they move among us, being only heeded when they carry a hump 
on their backs: 
The ~ovelist ••• will find in modern life distor­
tions which are repugnant to him, and his problem 
will be to make these appear as distortions to an 
audience which is used to seeing them as natural; 
and he may well be forced to ta~e ever more violent 
means to get his vision across. 
lrvJcCullers, "The Plowering Dream," loco cit. 
2 Flannery O'Connor, The Livin? Novel, as quoted by 
IhabHassan, "The Victim: Images of Evil in Recent American 
Fiction," College English, XXI'~(December, 1959), 145. 
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Yet the artist's personal vision, if it is to be 
successfully translated into a meaningful work of art, must 
touch and illuminate at certain points the world to which 
all art makes, however obliquely, its final reference: the 
world of literal reality. Graming that distortions of 
character and situation may validly serve a symbolic purpose, 
the reader must nevertheless be able to recognize the symbols 
and what the author means by them. As Ihab Hassan points 
out, "Alienation, like monstrousness, can become a dramatic 
condition only when viewed against these special norms--bow­
ever vestigial--which make divergence from them meaningful. III 
In Mrs. McCUllers' world there are signposts pointing 
to (or rather hinting at) such norms. For one thing, she is 
thoroughly in command of the devices of realism. Her most 
effective characterizations--Singer, Frankie, Malone--achieve 
the three-dimensional effect of fUlly realized human beings, 
despite their symbolic value. Her dialogue is accurate; the 
relationships between characters, where not deliberately 
inexplicable and outlandish (as in The Ballad of the Sad 
Cafe) are poignant and convincing. Like Defoe, she anchors 
a fabulous world of the imagination to everyday believability 
lIbab Hasson, Radical Innocence (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1961), p. 207. 
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with a profusion of carefully planned detail. Yet this 
competent realism has not always worked to her advantage. 
In allegory, "the realistic level" must remain secondary to 
the symbolic, as in Kafka. His characters, although less 
convincing as human beings than Mrs. McCullers', are more 
effective as symbols. In the novels of Carson McCullers the 
difficulty sometimes lies in weighing the realistic elements 
against the allegorical to correctly assess the meaning of 
the work. At times, notably in The Heart ~ ~ Lonely Hunter 
and Clock Without Hands, the allegorical and realistic levels 
tend to struggle with each other, creating a certain amount 
of compromise and confusion on both. 
The single ingredient which most helps to extend Car­
son McCullers' frame of reference beyond the small Southern 
mill town, inhabited by the outre characters who people ber 
novels, is the severely controlled tone of irony which marks 
her work. The reader, although persuaded to sympathize with 
the assorted defectives, cripples, and adolescents, is not 
necessarily encouraged to identify with them. Rather, their 
deviations and frustrations are measured against the mag­
nificence with which their purest hopes and dreams are por­
trayed. In their search for the !twe of me," as Frankie Addams 
SO poignantly phrases it, what could be is gauged against the 
cruelty of what is; the resultant tension between the two 
creates a pervasive irony. 
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Her central characters are the offspring of irony, 
the mediators of polar claims. They cut across lines of 
good and evil, simultaneously engaging both the sympathy 
and revulsion of the reader. Failing in a chaotic world to 
achieve a full measure of knowledge and self-realization, 
where defeat acquires a meaning that transcends the fact of 
defeat, they are never tragic figures in the classic sense; 
suffering intensely from their physical and spiritual short­
comings, neither are they comic figures of harmless compro­
mise. Tragedy depends upon a moral universe~-one not totally 
inscrutable--and comdey insists upon at least some degree of 
rationality, upon a fixed social order. 
But freaks and monsters are the subject of veiled 
mockery; their abnormality shocks and shames us 
into ironic laughter. This is Why the comedy of the 
grotesque often seems acerb. Only children can laugh 
at hunchbacks or fanatics with glee. Adults learn to 
transform their discomfort into irony, which serves 
to domesticate the monsters roaming the inner land­
scapes of the soul. 1 ­
Such irony helps to lift the body of Mrs. McCullers' 
work from the merely "Gothic" genre and center it more 
squarely in a universal context by clarifying her broad 
thematic concerns: for instance, it becomes obvious that 
in depicting the passionate relationship between two deaf 
mutes, the author is making a paradoxical statement about 
the need for human communication. The twin qualities of 
lIhab Hasson, "Laughter in the Dark," American 
Scholar, XXXIII (Autumn, 1964), 638. 
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deafness and dumbness simply underscore the necessity. It 
is as if the reader must construct the universal world from 
photographic negatives, reversing the more extreme values 
from black to white, white to black. As Carson McCullers 
has written, "Paradox is a clue to communication, for what 
is not often leads to the awareness of what is."l 
The ironic tone is maintained in varying degrees by 
several devices. Each novel revolves around a central para­
dox of human existence, which gives rise to a series of 
lesser paradoxes. The carefully projected disjunction between 
idealism and reality which haunts her work corresponds to a 
thematic juxtaposition of such opposing elements as love and 
pain, hope and disenchantment, self and society, innocence and 
guilt. Suspended between these antitheses, the characters 
struggle within themselves and against each other. The 
ambiguities which result both complement and reinforce the 
initial paradox, while the ironic distance established at the 
outset precludes any possibility of the author categorizing 
the relative values of the emotional content. 
This strictly observed objectivity has certain 
affinities with the Russian literature of the nineteenth 
century, for in its approach to life and SUffering, there 
are similarities of techniques: "The technique briefly is 
this: a bold and outwardly callous juxtaposition of the 
lMcCullers, lIThe Flowering Dream," p. ]63. 
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tragic with the humorous, the immense with the trivial, the 
sacred with the bawdy, the whole soul of a man with a mater­
ialistic detail."l Carson McCullers was referring specif­
ically to Dostoievsky, but--although the article appeared 
early in her literary career--she might well have been 
describing her own approach. 
Many critics have drawn parallels between the cir­
cumstances which have fostered the rise of contemporary 
Southern literature and those which produced the Russian 
novels of the nineteenth century, pointing to the Southern 
tradition of a relatively primitive folk culture among the 
Negroes and poor whites, a bourgeois culture in the cities 
and the trappings of a decrepit but still pretentious 
agrarian aristocracy, all of which elements put the Southern 
writer in a position somewhat similar to that of the Russian 
2 
novelists of the nineteenth century. 
To this list of correlatives, Mrs. McCullers adds, 
•.• it is rare, except in the works of the Russians 
and the Southerners, that Ifarce and tragedyJ are super­
imposed one upon the other so that their effects are 
experienced simultaneously•••• The South and old 
Russia have much in common sociologically•••• In 
both • . • the cheapness of life is realized at every 
turn. Life is plentiful; children are born and they 
die, or if they do not die they live and struggle.] 
lCarson McCUllers, "The Russian Realists and Southern 
Literature," Decision, II (July, 1941), 15. 
2Isaac Rosenfeld, New Hepublic, CXIV (April 29, 1946), 
633. 
3HcCLJ1lers, flThe Russian Realists and Southern Litera­
ture," p. 19. 
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Perhaps this objective rusion or anguish and rarce, 
this view or lire as a tragi-comedy, helps to account ror 
the recent prorusion or grotesque literature which emerged 
in the 1940's. Against a background or cosmic pointless­
ness, this sub-genre has riltered the harsher truths or 
lire through a rigidly controlled art rorm. The symbolic, 
synthetic horror encloses a truth, but one without the sting 
of reality. The challenge of the form is to attain dramatic 
objectivity through utilizing the resources of universal 
experience. 
Through a successive examination of each of Carson 
McCullers' five major works, this thesis will explore the 
central paradox of each novel and the paradoxes of char­
acter and situation as they relate to basic thematic con­
cerns, investigate the consequent ambiguities and tensions 
as they contribute to the maintenance of the author's 
ironic distance, and demonstrate that the widened frame of 
reference which results creates from each of Mrs. McCullers' 
grotesques a symbolically universal cbaracter, an Everyman 
with a hump on his back. 
CHAPTER II 
THE HEART IS A LONELY HUNTER 
And God stepped out on space 
And He looked around and said, 
"lIm lonely--I III make me a man. V 
The Creation, 
James Weldon Johnson 
The idea of God creating man in His image to assuage 
His loneliness is a time-honored and revered one; the 
reverse conception, that of man forming a God-figure in his 
mortal likeness, is neither. Yet this is the basic situa­
tion in The Heart Is ~ Lonely Hunter, where the major char­
acters are as vastly isolated in their populous universe as 
was the Old Testament Jehovah in his desolate cosmos. 
The story revolves around John Singer, a deaf mute 
to whom the other major characters are attracted: Biff 
Brannon, the proprietor of the New York Cafe, who, like 
T. S. Eliot's prophet Tiresias, is sexually ambivalent and 
watches the events in his cafe (a microcosm of the world) 
with an attitude half objective, half compassionate; Mick 
Kelly, the adolescent tomboy in whose home Singer rooms and 
who is forced to exchange her dream of becoming a concert 
pianist for the reality of clerking in a dime store; Jake 
Blount, the alcoholic Marxist reformer who wants justice but 
does violence; and Doctor Benedict Copeland, the agnostic 
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Negro physician whose fierce dedication to the "strong, 
true purpose" of bettering his race has destroyed his 
health and alienated his family. Each comes often to 
Singer's room, "for they felt that the mute would always 
understand whatever they wanted to say to him. And maybe 
more than that. ,,1 Singer, in turn, lavishes his affections 
upon another deaf mute, the moronic Spiros Antonopoulos, who 
is confined to a mental institution early in the novel. When 
Antonopoulos dies, Singer commits suicide. 
It is easy to see why Mrs. McCullers' material has 
attracted charges of "sensationalism." A cataloguing of 
the afflictions from which the characters suffer (deafness, 
dumbness, alcoholism, tuberculosis, cancer, nephritis, gan­
grene, sexual deviations, idiocy) is ludicrous. The action 
encompasses natural death, murder, suicide, torture, and maim­
ing. The Southern setting, which maintains a fabled anonymity, 
is a small, isolated mill town where the sun is as searing as 
2
the sense of individual alienation, an "alien land," "more 
lonesome than any place. ,,3 i.vhat value, beyond that of gothic 
fascination, does this nightmare-haunted world hold for the 
reader, and what does it contribute to the basic viewpoint 
expressed in the title? 
lCarson McCullers, The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter (New 
York: Bantam Books, Inc.,-r953), p.-al: 
2 Ibid ., p. 173. 3Ibid., p. 50. 
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The paradox at the core of the novel is the spiritual 
loneliness of the individual in a world full of lonely 
people. As Mick reflects, "It was funny, too, how lonesome 
a person could be in a crowded house."l The need for love-­
which in this novel is very nearly synonymous with fraternal 
understanding--comprises the theme. 
The plot follows the four satellite figures as they 
seek for love and understanding from the various starting 
points of adolescence, socialism, racial subordination, and 
objective curiosity. 
To reinforce the central paradox, the major char­
acters each embody certain ironic, disparate traits. The 
most obvious of tbese is the mute, Jobn Singer, whose very 
name is a contradiction of bis pbysical handicap. However, 
in a manner reminiscent of the shepherd on Keats' Grecian 
urn, Singer's unspoken, unheard melodies of the heart are 
more eloquent than the vocally articulate communications of 
the others. It is an eloquence born of selflessness; he 
asks--and receives--no more than that Antonopoulos be a 
repository for his affections. This uncritical devotion 
touches Singer with the charisma to which the others are 
initially drawn, but as the story procrreases, a further 
irony develops: the mute occupies bis venerated position 
15 
not because of any intrinsic excellence of character but, to 
the contrary, because he cannot make himself known as an 
individual to others. What they see in him is not what is 
there but what they wish to find. Biff Brannon correctly 
perceives that "Blount and Mick made of him a sort of home­
made God. Owing to the fact he was a mute they were able to 
give him all th e quali ti es the y wan ted him to have. "I 
This reaction is mirrored to a lesser degree by the 
behavior of the townspeople: 
The Jews said he was a Jew. The merchants along main­
street said he received a large legacy and was a very 
rich man. It was whispered in one browbeaten textile 
union that the mute was an organizer for the C.I.O.2 
The rich thought that he was rich and the poor con­
sidered him a poor man like themselves. And as there 
was no way to disprove these rumors they grew marvelous 
and very real. Each man described the mute as he wished 
him to be.3 
Singer's new status pushes him into a role which 
reverses his former relationship with Antonopoulos. In both 
a literal and figurative sense, Singer had followed where the 
Greek had led; now, through no deliberate efforts of his own, 
he finds himself propelled into the position of leader and 
guide. " ["Jake J always followed and expected Singer to lead. ,,4 
The mute is as perplexed with his new friends as with 
his new role. Despite the frequency of their visits and the 
lIbid., p. 198. 2 Ibid . , p. 170. 
3Ibid ., p. 190. 4Ibid . , p. 133. 
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earnestness of their disclosures, each remains an enigma 
to him. Of Blount, he wri tes to An tonopoulos, "The one wi th 
the moustache I think is crazy•••• He thinks he and I have 
a secret together but I do not know what it is."l Of Mick: 
"She knows I am deaf but she thinks I know about music.,,2 Of 
Copeland: "This black man frightens me sometimes. His eyes 
are hot and bright.,,3 
Singer's bewilderment stems not only from his physical 
limitations, but also from his over-riding absorption in his 
own loneliness and need for Antonopoulos. What the others 
interpret as profound understanding is simply quiet courtesy. 
Significantly, after Antonopoulos is committed to the asylum, 
Singer keeps his hands in his pockets. Fluent in sign lan­
guage, his once familiar means of communication is deliberately 
restrained. 
The ultimate irony of the character relationships lies 
in the manner in which Singer confers upon the idiotic Anton­
opoulas the same omnipotent wisdom with which the others 
invest him. It "seemed to Singer that there was something 
very subtle and wise in this smile of his friend,,,4 that he 
"seemed like some wise king from a legend."S Despite the fact 
that the Greek is a grotesque and obese half-wit with exhibi­
tionistic and onanistic aberrations, Singer is as convinced 
1 Ibid. , p. 183. 2 Ibid • 3Ibid .
 
4Ibid ., p. 6. SIbid., p. 190.
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of his friend's understanding as the reader is positive of 
the failure of that understanding. Their friendship reflects 
as well as creates the larger context in which all the char­
acters function. 
Singer has perceived that Copeland, Blount, and Mick 
each "have something they bate. And they all have something 
they love more than eating or sleeping or wine or friendly 
company. ,,1 There is truth in this observation; each char­
acter is torn by antagonistic impulses. But because the 
psychological boundaries between love and hate are often 
fuzzy or non-existent, each is touched with a further 
ambivalence. 
The Negro physician, Benedict Copeland, loves his 
people and hates their white oppressors. It is as simple 
as that, and as complicated, for he unknowingly strives to 
remake the Negro in the image of the white man, vehemently 
discounting the value of black folk culture and tradition. 
Although an educated and articulate m~n, he can communicate 
neither with his people in general nor with his own children 
in particular, except to elucidate the meaning of tbe strong, 
true purpose ~ "If he could not speak the whole truth no otber 
word would come to him.,,2 His daughter Portia reprimands him, 
2 .lIbid., pp. 182-183. Ibld., p. 126. 
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Hamilton or Buddy or Willie or me--none of us ever cares 
to talk like you. Us talk like our own Mama and her 
peoples and their peoples before them. You think oqt 
everything in your brain. While us rather talk from 
somet~ing in our hearts that has been there for a long 
time. 
Respected but held in awe by the Negro community, he unex­
pectedly turns to a member of the detested white race for the 
understanding denied him by his own people. Dedicated to 
healing others, he neglects his own tuberCUlar condition. His 
name, like Singer's, is an ironic distortion of the facts: he 
cannot cope with the problems to which his zeal has led him, 
nor can he cope with the frustrations growing out of his 
inability to do so. 
Ideologically, Jake Blount provides a neat parallel 
to Copeland's position. He, too, is obsessed by the need for 
social justice, but in an economic, not racial, context. Karl 
Marx is his hero, capitalistic oppression his declared enemy-­
although his private being is ranged against the twin demons 
of' alcoholism and loneliness. Like Copeland, he feels a 
knowing superiority over those whose cause he espouses and 
fails equally to reach them, "talking and talking and not ever 
getting anybody to understa.Dd what he meant. ,,2 \:Jhereas Cope­
land's effectiveness as a reformer is negated by his ois­
avowal of his racial heritage, Blount's efficacy is blunted 
(as his name implies) by his self-contempt, illustrated during 
1- '..J ;:>~b'dJblu., p. 67. - .Lc:...~., p. 27. 
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a sober interval when he discards his filthy blue jeans 
(earlier an identifying emblem) in the garbage can. 
His psychological instability is reflected in his 
physical appearance. "It was like something was deformed 
about him--but when you looked at him closely each part of' 
him was normal and as it ought to be. Therefore if this 
difference was not in the body it was probably in the mind. III 
Despite his a theis tic dedication to Marxism, Blount 
bears the stigmata of a former religious fury, but his pseudo-
resurrection has proved secular and self-defeating. His Whit­
manesque braggadocio ("I'm part nigger and wop and bohunk and 
chink. All of those •••• And I'm Dutch and Turkish and Jap­
anese and American,")2 is immediately belied by his confession 
of loneliness: "I'm a stranger in a strange land. II 
Blount sees the world as divided between the "knows ll 
and "don't knows," with only himself and Singer in tbe former 
category; the unreality of his views and the circuitous direc­
tion of' his lif'e are symbolized by the merry-go-round which 
he operates at the Sunny Dixie show: tiRe adjusted a lever and 
the thin jangle of' mechanical music began. The wooden caval­
cade around them seemed to cut them off' from the rest of tbe 
world.") The musical ref'erence is suggestive of Blount's 
incessant haranguing. Yoked by abstractions and split by 
contradictory motives, he is immobilized by the force of his 
unchanneled energies. 
1-~.,I' . d p. 17. 2Ibid., p. 18. 3I bid., p. 54. 
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Mick also sees the world as divided, but between the 
ideal and the real world, between her "inner Tl and ffouter tl 
rooms. In the inner room she keeps the stuff of which dreams 
are made. Music--of which she has little academic knowledge 
but much intuitive appreciation--occupies a large part of this 
room. It is the thing she loves most, a focal point for her 
ambitions and her hopes. Singer is the only other person 
presently admitted to the inner sanctuary. In the outer room 
are school, her family--all of the realistic accouterments 
that impinge on her private self and which in her paintings 
she depicts as violent and threatening. 
The world is split in another way for Mich too, between 
the realities of childhood and maturity. When the novel opens, 
Mick is thirteen, balancing between the two spheres, reluctant 
to abandon the charm of the former and longing for the inde­
pendence of the latter, yet unwilling to pay the exacting 
price of innocence. 
Her short-cropped hair, boyish clothes and ambiguous 
name hint at a still further division of her impulses, a 
warring between the male and female sides of her nature; grow­
ing up for her is as much a matter of sexual determination as 
increased sexual awareness. Her party marks the first step in 
the transition from tomboy to woman, her sexual experience with 
Harry an initiation into adulthood; when she takes the job in 
21 
the dime store, confirming her presentiment "that there was 
no good place, til the defiant boyden of the earlier chapters 
has succumbed to the inescapable. Her dreams have proved as 
eartbbound as Mick berself, who in a previous episode reluc­
tantly abandons her rooftop porch while musing, "Coming 
down was tbe hardest part of any climbing. ,,2 
Of the four satellite characters, Biff Brannon is the 
most balanced and provides a norm of sorts that gives added 
perspective to the otber characters. In contrast to tbe driv­
ing passions of Copeland, Blount and Mick, Biff maintains an 
impersonal objectivity, a quality which his sister-in-law 
pinpoints when she tells bim that "you got a real reason for 
every single thing you ever do. Your mind runs by reasons 
instead of just wants. lt ) 
And yet he, too, is caugbt in the tug of ambivalent 
tendencies. Emotionally estranged from his wife Alice, (they 
call each other Mister and Misses Brannon), and prematurely 
impotent in his mid-forties, be appears to be Ita bard man of 
middle height, with a beard so dark and heavy that the lower 
part of his face looked as thougb it were molded of iron."4 
But the heavy beard and iron jaw--typically masculine badges-­
gainsay the maternal instincts he harbors for the lonely 
1 Ibid. , p. 45. 2 Ibid ., p. 30.
 
3
Ibid. , p. 109. 4Ibid., p. 9. 
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freaks and misfits who patronize his restaurant. He cherishes 
an especial tenderness for Mick and daydreams of adopting chil­
dren for whom he will fashion red velvet outfits. After 
Alice's death, he inadvertently assumes several of her feminine 
whims that he had ridiculed while she was alive, regularly 
treating his hair with ber lemon rinse and dabbing his wrists 
and ears with her perfume. 
Ironically, although he is quick to perceive the quirks 
in others, he rationalizes his own behavior as universally 
normal: 
And on that subject why was it that the smartest people 
mostly missed that point? By nature all people are both 
sexes. So that marriage and the bed is not all by any 
means. The proof? Real youth and old age. Because old 
men's voices grow high and reedy and they take on a minc­
ing walk. And old women sometimes grow fat and their 
voices get rough and deep and they grow dark little 
mustaches. And he even proved it himself--the part of 
him that sometimes almost wished he was a mother and Mick 
and Baby were his kids. l 
His desire for a child is mocked by Alice's final ill­
ness, when "the doctor ... removed from her a tumor almost 
2 
the size of a newborn child.1! Instead of a new life, Alice 
has borne a living death. Like the other characters, Biff is 
victimized by the very dreams that have sustained his dignity. 
It is not difficult to see how Carson McCullers' theme 
of spiritual isolation emerges from the actions and interac­
tions of such characters. Physical deformity, freakishness 
lIbid., pp. 112-113. 2Ibid ., p. 103. 
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and psychological imbalance are ready symbols of human 
alienation. Karl Menniger has stated that "the most fre­
quent and serious factor leading to a lonely personality 
is a real or fancied defect or unfavorable comparison."l 
Furthermore, by creating such bizarre characters cut off 
from the ordinary realm of existence (despite the political 
and sociological references), Mrs. McCullers is able to con­
centrate on the urgency of their emotional needs. Her cast 
of cripples--psychologically or physically incomplete--can 
become whole only by entering into a productive relationship 
with another human being. All alternatives are automatically 
stripped away by the grotesque nature of the material. 
The irony resides in the fact that Copeland, Blount, 
and Mick, rather than subordinating themselves to another, 
only discover in the object of their affections an alter-ego, 
a perfected and fulfilled self, a narcissistic mirror. Mis­
taking Singer's patient silence for encouragement, they grad­
ually turn inward, confirming the isolation of the self. 
Similarly, Brannon's maternal-paternal attraction to Mick 
answers his private sexual needs by supplying in himself the 
female as well as the male role. Singer selects the most 
repulsive character in the novel as the object of his affec­
tions. There seems to be little correlation between the 
lover's subjective view of the beloved and the existent 
lWinifred L. Dusenbury, The Theme of Loneliness in Modern 
American Drama (Gainesville: University of F'lor-ida Pl"ess, 19(0), 
p. 2. 
individual; any satisfaction derived by the lover must be 
created by himself alone, in his "inner room," as it were. 
Therefore, if what men see in other men whom they 
love or admire is not what is there but what they hope to 
find, it becomes obvious that a character most illustrative 
of this theory is one grossly repellent or freakish but 
I
nevertheless capable of stimulating love. Again, the author 
has chosen her improbable characters to didactically exemplify 
a point about the illusory nature of love, not simply to gain 
from the heightening of interest aroused by things abnormal 
or perverted. 
The essential separateness of each individual is played 
out in the novel on several levels. Mrs. McCullers has said 
"the form of the book is contrapuntal throughout.,,2 There are 
alternating chapters devoted in turn to each of the five main 
characters and a distinct style of writing for each. For 
example, Mick's chapters simulate a slangy spontaneity in 
the liberal use of improper syntax ("Mick put the pictures 
back on the closet shelf. None of them were any good much,,,)3 
ICarson McCullers develops this idea in greater depth 
in The Ballad of The Sad Cafe. See Chap. V, pp. 1-2. 
20liver Evans, The Ballad of Carson McCullers (New 
York: Coward-McCann, Inc., 196b)-,-p. 215. 
3McCullers, Heart, p. 37. 
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vigorous, casual verbs (" •.• every time it was like some 
part o:f her would bust in a hundred pieces,,,)l and overwork­
ing certain :favorite expressions such as "O.K." and "good." 
Copeland's chapters are :formal in contrast, implying a dis­
tinctly exalted vocabulary and :frequent repetition o:f the 
phras e "the strong true purp ose ": "Tonigh t he read Spinoza. 
He did not wholly understand the intricate play o:f ideas and 
the complex phrases, but as he read he sensed a strong, true 
purpose behind the words and he :felt that he almost under­
stood.,,2 
Short, abrupt sentences with little or no inverted 
order, a direct, down-to-earth vocabulary, and a stream o:f 
keen observations distinguish Bi:f:f Brannon's chapters: "A 
:foreign voice was now speaking over the radio. He could not 
decide :for certain whether the voice was German, French, or 
Spanish. But it sounded like doom. It gave him the jitters 
to listen to it. When he turned it o:f:f the silence was deep 
and unbroken." Jake's sections are marked by rough, mas­
culine words (belly, youngum, Christ!, codger, :floozy) and 
proportionately more dialogue, :for his tirades, directly 
quoted, are lengthy and :frequent. 
This adaptation of style to viewpoint comes as close 
to the inner psychological workings o:f each as possible with­
out resorting to the s tream-o:f-consciousness method; the 
lIbid., p. 60. 21bid., p. 305. 
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alternating of focus, the counterpointing of personalities 
results in additional character depth and luster. l 
The chapters centering on Singer are treated objec­
tively in a simple declarative style with the emphasis on 
visual impressions. This helps to convey a flatness, a lack 
of dimension simulating Singer's handicap. The other chap­
ters, utilizing the language appropriate to the character 
through whose eyes the events are seen, borrow rhythm and 
color from the immediate background of each. It is a style 
of writing that infuses the general legendary tone of the 
novel with sharply reported vernacular speech and reflec­
tion, transcending the provincial while retaining its strength 
as a vehicle. The effect bears some resemblance to FaUlkner's 
The Sound and the Fury, a circling in on the same material 
from different angles. 
Each character is thus separated from the others by 
style and structure as well as by the situations inherent 
in the plot. This compartmentalizing underscores the isola­
tion so acutely felt by each and additionally operates as an 
lCarson McCullers has admitted in a more practical 
vein that the alternating chapters were deliberately written 
to stand alone if necessary so that they could be sold sep­
arately as short stories to magazines. See Simeon M. Smith, 
Carson McCullers: A Critical Introduqtion. unpublished 
doctoral dissertati;n, The University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia. 1964, p. 14. 
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ironic foil to other images which rearrange the characters 
in connective patterns. The first of these devices is the 
wheel symbol. It effectively illustrates not only the 
separateness of Copeland, Blount, Brannon, and Mick from 
each other, but their joint dependence on the mute as well. 
After coming individually to Singer's room over a period of 
months, they chance to descend upon him simultaneously. The 
ensuing scene climaxes the understanding-misunderstanding 
dichotomy so pivotal to the novel. "Always each of them had 
so much to say. Yet now that they were together they were 
1
silent." Each resents the presence of the other three, see­
ing his own friendship with the mute as exclusive, and never 
suspecting that Singer fulfills the same function of con­
fidante and ideal for all. They find it impossible to observe 
even the simple social ameni ties between themselves. "Each 
person addressed his words mainly to the mute. Their thoughts 
seemed to converge in him as the spokes of a wheel lead to the 
center hUb.,,2 Finally they exchange meaningless observations 
about that most desultory of topics, the weather, and depart. 
The incident points up what Ihab Hassan has termed an 
"ironic void" in the structure of this grouping, a void of 
love as of authority.3 Each character is so totally gripped 
lMcCullers, Heart, p. 79. 2 Ibid ., p. 180. 
3Hassan, Radical Innocence, p. 214. 
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by the desire to be understood that he remains insensitive to 
the infinitely more difficult task of attempting to under­
stand. The figure at the hub of the wheel, not recognizing 
his central position and unable to cope with the awkward 
situation, confides his bewilderment that same evening in a 
letter to Antonopoulos. This letter, like all others he 
writes to his friend, is never mailed because the Greek is 
illiterate. 
They all came to my room at the same time today. They 
sat like they were from different cities. They were 
even rude, and you know how I have always said that to 
be rude and not attend to the feelings of others is 
wrong. So it was like that. I do not understand, s~ I 
write it to you because I think you will understand. 
The irony in the last sentence is obvious. Antonopoulos is 
as a delusory symbol of understanding to Singer as Singer is 
to his visitors. If the wheel image corresponded to the 
actual situation, a mutually supportive relationship between 
the hub and the spokes would result. But the center--depen­
dent upon a grotesque half-wit for stability--indeed does not 
hold. Any hope of understanding is illusory, and after 
Singer's suicide, thin8s fall apart in four directions as 
each satellite character readjusts to a world without the 
mute. 
RunninB counter to the satellite and wheel image is 
the pyramidal arrangement that appears in Singer's dream~ 
There were dull yellow lanterns lighting up a dark 
flight of stone steps. Antonopoulos kneeled at the 
1 Ibid., p. IB4. 
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top of these steps. He was naked and he fumbled with 
something that he held above his head and gazed at it 
as though in prayer. He himself knelt halfway down 
the steps. He was naked and cold and could not take 
bis eyes from Antonopoulos and the thing he held above 
him. Behind him on the ground he felt the one with 
the mustache and the girl and the black man and the last 
one. They knelt naked and he felt their eyes on bim. 
And behind them there were uncounted crowds of kneeling 
people in the darkness •••. Then suddenly there was a 
ferment. In the upheaval the iteps collapsed and he 
felt himself falling downward. 
The patte~n here as graphically defined represents the rela­
tionships in the novel in a hierarchal form: Brannon, Cope­
land, Blount, and Mick focus on Singer, their God image, who 
turns his gaze on his private God, Antonopoulos. The four 
at the base of the pyramid have no knowledge of the one at 
the top. This structure collapses in the dream, foreshadow­
ing the events in the story, for it is a hierarchy based on 
a profound misunderstanding of the individual in the imme­
diate1y higber rank, and with no solidarity or cohesion at 
the 2base. 
There is still another grouping of characters which 
is at variance with both the wheel and pyramid image, and 
which is drawn from the chronological order of character 
focus and chapter arrangement in parts one and three. The 
first chapter introduces the two mutes and banishes 
1~b1d ., p. 185. 
2prank Durham has elaborated upon the religious sig­
nificance of this pyramidal hierarchy at some length. Sse 
"God and No God in The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter, n South 
Atlantic Q,uarterly, LVI (Autumn,-19~7), 494-499. 
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Antonopoulos to the mental institution, establishing a pattern 
of introduction, formation of friendship, and subsequent 
bereavement that is played out in the lives of the other char­
acters. The others are treated in part one in the following 
order.:. chapter two centers on Brannon, three on Mick, four 
on Blount, and five on Copeland. Numerous other characters, 
whose actions parallel and counterpoint the central theme, 
enter into the novel, but they are clearly subsidiary. Chap­
ter six, the last of the first part, swings back to Singer 
again and establishes the dependence of the other four upon 
him. 
Part two of the novel is the longest and most diffuse, 
treating the events of an entire year. The time span of 
part three is identical to that of chapters two, three, four, 
and five of part one, covering only a twenty-four hour per­
iod. This intentional correspondence of parts one and three 
is further clarified by the conformity of' the chapter arrange­
ment, so that the secondary characters exist in part three in 
exactly the reverse order from which they were introduced in 
part one. Copeland is succeeded by Blount and then Hick, 
with the final chapter dwelling on Biff Brannon. An appraisal 
of the quartet's respective commitments and the viability or 
their philosophies following Singer's death seems to indicate 
that the least effective characters appear in the inne1"most 
positions. 
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Paradoxically, their philosophies have grown out of 
the mutual isolation which confounds each character but which 
carries within it the seeds of regeneration--the need to 
believe. Yet so private and self-absorbing is the belief 
of each that their isolation is only reinforced, completing 
the circle through which none can break. On this level, 
the novel is a succession of limited ideals, and the ten­
sions spring from the juxtapositions of the dangers and the 
benefits of the personal vision; it is the refusal to advance 
beyond this impasse which leads to frustration and further 
illusions. 
Copeland, Blount, and Mick lack any sense of respon­
sibility for Singer's suicide and thus remain unaware of 
their own roles in heightening his terrible isolation. Had 
they recognized the implications of his death--that human 
beings are morally responsible to more than their own per­
sonal ideals--the realization might have proved a redemptive 
force. As it is, each is committed only to the fulfillment 
of his own individual quest. 
Each of these quests is played off against still 
another quest, whose nature is contained in a passage which 
Biff's wife reads aloud from her Sunday School lesson. The 
text, from Chapter One of Mark, Verses 16-37, describes 
Christ gathering together his disciples and concludes with 
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the quotation, IIAll men seek for Thee. lIl But the IIThee fi in 
this case is a chimerical extension or individual egos, a 
sounding board for separate passions. All men seek for-­
2
themselves. 
After Singer's death, a purple chalk message proclaims, 
IlHe Died to Save You; ,,3 again, "He" in the larger, ironical 
context can only refer to the private dreams of which Singer 
was the "home-made" embodiment and by which each character 
must eventually sink or swim. The nature of their individual 
fates after Singer's death illuminates some aspects of the 
truth-and-illusion motif to which Mrs. McCullers has related 
her central theme of spiritual isolation. 
Copeland is taken to his father-in-law's to live, a 
weakened and defeated maTI. tfO ut of all the years he could 
think of no work of lastina value. tf4 His hopes for racial 
equality have perished simultaneously with the mute. Blount's 
mission has also collapsed, its failure symbolized by the out­
break of violence at the carnival. IlHe had given Singer every-
thin,:>, and then the man had killed himself. So he was left out 
on a limb. liS Blount, however, is not entirely abandoned to 
IMcCullers, Heart, p. 26. 
2Carson McCullers originally contemplated calling her 
novel Fisher of Men, a quotation from the same New Testament 
pas s arze . Her . final manus cri p t was en ti tl ed The r'':iute. The 
actuai title under which the novel appeared was au ested 
by Hardwicke rVloseley of Houahton Mifflin. Smith, oe.. cit., r 
p.	 11. 




C;Ib' ] p. 295.J~., 
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despair; whereas Copeland faces only certain death, Blount 
leaves town to begin another--if futile--chapter. "The road 
ahead lay to the north and slightly to the west. But he 
would not go too far away. He would not leave the South. 
That was one clear thing. There was hope in him, and soon 
1 
perhaps the outline of his journey would take form. I! The 
reader, aware of Blount's wasted energies in the past, can 
recognize the irony inherent in the hope. 
Mick, in whom the reality-illusion conflict is strongly 
dramatized, is less a victim of her own shortcomings than the 
flawed system of the adult world, whose outward attitude is 
epi tomi zed in the Woolworth motto, "Keep on your toes and 
smile.,,2 In a previous episode, when Mick's efforts to 
convert a ukelele into a violin have failed, she still 
clutched at a remnant of illusion: "It seemed to her as 
she thought back over the last month that she had never 
really believed in her mind that the violin would work. But 
in her heart she had kept making herself believe. And even 
now it was hard not to believe a little.,,3 
Similarly, now trapped behind a counter in costume 
jewelry and denied easy access to the inside room, she 
insists that the old idealism was not entirely without 
meaning: 
31 bid., p. 39.IIbid., p. 299. 
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Maybe she would get a chance soon. Else what the hell 
good had it all been--the way she felt about music and 
the plans she had made in the inside room? It had to 
be some good if anything made sense. And it was too 





Significantly, only Biff (who alone has never tried to 
reshape the mute into an illusive extension of his own dreams) 
is concerned about Singer's motives in committing suicide. 
In contrast to the other characters, he reacts to the death 
with neither a sense of bereavement nor betrayal, but with a 
bewildered sense of human responsibility gone amiss: 
The riddle. The question that bad taken root in him and 
would not let bim rest. The puzzle of Singer and reat 
of them. More than a year had gone by since it had 
started ••.• And the riddle was still in him, so that 
he could not be tranquil. There was something not natural 
about it all--something like an ugly joke. When he 
thought of it he felt uneasy and in some unknO\411 way 
afraid. 2 
The novel's concluding chapter centers on him, the 
least ardent and most objective of the characters. Because 
of his clarity of perception demonstrated in earlier instances, 
his viewpoint has gained moral credence. His chapter, occurring 
shortly before midnight on August 21, 1939, coincides with the 
lIbiq., p. 302. 2Ibid ., pp. 305-306. 
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outbreak of World War II, as a radio newscaster spews out 
facts about the Danzig crisis. Time, the element by which 
tbe novel is structured and which once held the future hopes 
of Copeland, Blount, and Mick, has become a destructive force. 
Death and disillusionment threaten on an international, his­
toric scale as well as within the context of the novel. Now, 
in the early hours of a new day, Biff has an instant's flash 
of comprehension, when he sees in the ambivalence of his own 
nature the source of human suffering: 
His heart turned and he leaned his back against the 
counter for support. For in a swift radiance of illumina­
tion he saw a glimpse of human struggle and of valor. Of 
the endless fluid passage of humanity through endless 
time. And of those who labor and of those who--one word-­
love. His soul expanded. But for a moment only. For in 
him he felt a warning, a shaft of terror. Between the two 
worlds he was suspended. He saw that he was looking at 
his own face in the counter glass before him. Sweat 
glistened on his temples and bis face was contorted. One 
eye was opened wider than the other. The left eye delved 
narrowly into the past while the right gazed wide and 
affrighted into a future of blackness, error, and ruin. 
And he was suspended between radiance and darkness. 
Between bitter irony and faith. l 
Biff sees the act of love--so elusive, so epbemeral--as man's 
only shield against a "future of blackness, error, and ruin," 
and is torn between a faith that love will prevail and the 
bitter irony of an almost certain knowledge that it cannot. 
Yet, he "composed himself soberly to wait the morning sun,,,2 
lIb!.i., p. 306. 
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closing the novel on an upbeat, if subdued, note. 
In contrast to the other satellite characters, Biff 
has consistently turned his efforts more towards understand­
ing others than in being understood. His mechanical position 
behind the counter, coupled with his innate objectivity, has 
nourished this bent "to store up a whole lot of details and 
then come upon something real."l In the course of the novel, 
his attitude has shifted from curiosity to compassion. Sig­
nificantly, he keeps his cafe open all night, creating a way 
station of light and human contact on a dark street. With 
the death of Alice and the maturing of Mick, he has aban­
doned the idea of personal love. "Who would he be loving 
now? No one person. Anybody decent who came in out of the 
street to sit for an hour and have a drink. But no one 
person.,,2 
Biff here comes close to achieving the Christian posi­
t:ion of universal love which The Heart Is ! Lonely Hunter 
holds to be the single valid truth in a chaotic world. Per­
ha.ps in the final chapter Biff functions as a mouthpiece for 
the author, who later wrote, "The passionate individual love-­
the old Triston-Isolde love, the Eros love--is inferior to 
the love of God, to fellowship, to the love of Agape--the 
Greek god of the feast, the God of brotherly love--and of 
man. ,,3 
2 .lIbid., p. 12. I hi d ., p. 304- . 
3McCullers, "The Flowering Dream," p. 164. 
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This is an ideal so obvious, so simple that the very 
difficulty of its realization constitutes a further irony. 
Yet those seeking redemption through companionship and 
brotberhood are in fact powerless to recognize those capable 
of offering it. Each of the characteris is an incomplete 
complement of another, as the opening description of the two 
mutes neatly illustrates: the Greek's eyes are dreamy and 
half-closed; Singer's have a quick, intelligent expression. 
The former is sloppy and fat, the latter immaculate and thin. 
This same dovetailing exists on an ideological plane between 
Copeland and Blount. Yet their relationship is one of mis­
trust, and their single confrontation ends in an irrational 
exchange of insults. Copeland's suspicions of the white 
race are matched by his misgivings about the black; he cannot 
even sit in a room with his daughter, son and son-in-law with­
out a quarrel growing out of the tension. 
Similarly, Biff Brannon stands ready to extend to Mick 
the parental love she erroneously seeks in Singer, maneuvering 
for a glimpse of her as she does of the mute; Mick, mistaking 
Brannon's affection for its opposite, evades him as stUdiously 
as she dogs Singer. The quartet's assemblage in Singer's room 
results in a microcosmic society not of communion but mutual 
isol~tion. 
The religious symbolic framework in which the novel 
rests is an appropriate out2Powtb of the theme and plot, 
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but the symbols, forced to bear a heavy burden of multiple 
meanings, are occasionally too vague or obscure to support 
the structure. That Singer plays the role of "an unwilling 
Christ for men he is powerless to redeem"l seems obvious 
enough; but for the reader to make of him an absolute Christ 
figure or sacrificial hero--despite references to his "Jewish 
face," his serving of wine to those who seek him, and his 
fascination with moving chessmen on a board--destroys the 
irony of the allegory and suggests--within the context of 
Singer's dependence on Antonopoulos--either that one is in 
touch not with a monotheistic deity but a series of gods or 
that the ultimate Being is somehow deformed or abnormal. 
Neither of these conclusions contributes to the thematic 
impact of the novel, except to rationalize the lack of any 
universal faith among the characters and to explain the sub­
stitution of private commitments for obeisance to an omnisci­
ent deity. It seems more likely that Singer is a Christ 
figure only to the extent that he is worshipped by others and 
that he exists primarily as Singer the mortal, ironically 
more alienated and vulnerable than those who depend upon him. 
The symbolism is even more confused by the unresolved 
obscurity of the "unknown thing" which Antonopoulos holds 
IRobert Spiller, and others, Literary History or the 
Uni.ted States (New York: MacMillan Company, 1963 " I-,~-1422. 
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above his head in the dream sequence. One can speculate that 
it is a religious token such as his brass crucifix, a nar­
cissistic symbol such as mirror or a photograph, or a phallic 
object relating to the Greek's sexual deviations. However, 
because Carson McCullers has rerrained from clarifying the 
matter, the reader can also conclude that the true apex of 
the cosmic pyramid is exactly the l1 unknown," the sum of its 
attraction and its power reduced to the fascination of the 
mysterious. This seems consistent with the attitudes of 
Singer's followers: the mystery which his silence engenders 
constitutes his basic attraction, and each lover--like each 
worshipper--must take the act of communion on faith, without 
any answering proor. 
The political and sociological symbolism is also 
apparent, but less relevant than the religious. Carson 
;JIcCullers has labeled her novel Han ironic parable of' fas­
cism.«l The statement is limiting to the point of distortion, 
although the depression of the 1930's provides an appro­
priately gloomy backdrop, and the idea of political oppression 
abroad equates neatly with the picture of racial and economic 
oppression at home. Oliver Evans has formulated a cogent com­
parison by observing that: 
lStanley J. Kunitz and Howard	 Haycraft (eds.), T't>len­
hf kl{loon 0·ornoony----lQh2\tieth Century Authors (Nev York: H. ~\1'.. "i'4..1- ~. '" V i.U:>- ~~,' "+} , 
p. 869.·· ... 
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..• it is possible, if we tbink of Singer ~~d 
Antonopoulos as leaders, blindly invested by others 
with attributes in wbicb they are only too conspicu­
ously (for those whom they fail to hypnotize) lacking, 
for us to see the terrifying meaning of tbe parable: 
in this absurdly grim game of follow-tbe-leader, the 
ultimate leader, tbe powar behind the power, is a 
lunatic. l 
At its most extensive level of meaning, however, Tbe 
Heart Is ~ Lonely Hunter concerns itself not witb religious 
or political allegory but with the poignant efforts of buman 
beings to escape the imprisonment of the self by identifying 
with someone or sometbing outside the cell of their individual 
beings. The pathos lies in tbe failure of eacb respective 
dream, as measured against the glory of what might bave been. 
Tbe good whicb man can envision is perhaps equalled only by 
tbe ineffectiveness with which his visions are translated 
into reality. Tbe condition for fulfillment--tbat of spiritual 
communication--appears so delusively elementary that Christian 
fellowship, like love in the popular song, seems just around 
the corner. And yet given the innate narcissism of the human 
animal, it remains no more than a paradoxical promise, as 
unlikely to be granted as tbe oxymoronic proposal contained in 
a jingle authored by Mrs. McCullers: 
When you're sweet as a pickle 
And clean as a pig,-­
I'll give you a nickel 
And dance you a jig. 2 
101iver Evans, "The Casa of the Silent Singer," Georgia 
Review, XIX (Spring, 1965), 194. 
2Carson McCullers, Sweet As a Pickle and Clean Aq a Fir 




REFILECTIONS IN A GOLDEN 
..• ~othing is 
But l,..,yhat is not. 
--I"1acbetb 
Turning from The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter to Carson 
Cullers' next novel, Reflections in a Golden Eve, is much 
_.~ - ~ 
like slipping from haunting dream to stark nightmare, \rIbere 
the suspension of disbelief unveils a world in which--like 
a twentieth-century manifestation of Macbeth's dark para­
dox--truly nothing is but what is not, where the macabre 
and the lurid assume proportions of a reverse normalcy. 
'rhe story is rflore t3.utly told than its predecessor, as 
thou h the sensational nature of the material bad contracted 
the underlying plot lines; each of the characters, bounded 
by insistent imal~ery, exists as a compulsive negation of a 
1 .' i illparticuLlr Ii force, ~n embodiment--aRain--of lll.ftJ 3."C ne l S 
no t and can never be. 
e plot h~nQ3 on a murder which takes place on a 
n ~.»o!Jthe~rn 'lPmy pas t. '1rhe participants were: tHO OIllcers, 
rn thea soldier', tvJO 
;'ir~jOr1 (~ lJ U lars, R0r1_ecti?~~ in a Golden 
'"' '{Dy:l{ : 'J. n t '1:'1 ; 19 , p. c~. 
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exactness of' this early statement, as precise and inf'lexible 
as the army post described in the paragraph which precedes 
it, the story's progression is f'rom order to disorder. 
The novel takes its shape from the interdependence of' 
the characters, whose relationsbip to each other forms a con­
tinuum of' human impulses, precariously balanced between body 
and mind at the outset but teetering more and more violently 
I 
as events develop. At one end of' this seesaw is Captain 
Weldon Penderton, an army off'icer of considerable academic 
knowledge but of scant masculine intuition; his wif'e, Leonora, 
is hearty, sensual, and "a little f'eebleminded,,,2 a female 
opposite of' himself'. 
His male antithesis, Major Morris Langdon--bluf'f', 
lusty, jovial--is both his neighbor and his wif'e's lover. 
Langdon ironically is married to a woman whose brooding sensi­
tivity and asceticism distinctly locates ber on Penderton's 
side of' the scale, but Alison Langdon and the Captain mutually 
loathe each other, Alison finding consolation in the companion­
ship of her mercurial Filipino houseboy, Anacleto, and 
IOther critics have compared the relationships of the 
characters to opposing triangles or a rhombus. "See Hugo 
HcPhers on, HCars on McCullers: Lonely Hun tres 8, Tamarack 
Review XI (SprinQ, 1959), 34, and Simeon Mozart Smith, Jr., car;on'McCu11ers:~ A Critical Introduction (unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, The University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 
1964), p. 36. 
2McCul1ers, Reflection in ~ Golden Eye, p. 17. 
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Penderton focusing bis emotions on Private Ellgee Williams, a 
primitive type who grooms Leonora's horse. Williams is in 
turn enamoured of Leonora and sneaks into tbe Penderton bouse­
hold at night to watch her sleep. When Penderton discovers 
him crouched at his wife's bedside, he shoots and fatally 
wounds Williams. 
The paradox central to the novel is the ironic duality 
of human nature, the alienation of spirit from flesh, of 
imagination from the senses. These separate elements of human 
nature, ideally complementary and supportive, are instead 
antagonistic and destructive, as though heart and brain 
blindly destroyed the parent body in a bitter struggle for 
dominance. The characters, setting and plot cohere to create 
an enveloping metaphor of this dichotomy. The image of tbe 
army post, surrounded and even menaced by the untamed country­
side, is one of regimentation and conformity--dull, monotonous, 
rigid. Within the boundaries of the post and yet distinct 
from it, the horse Firebird exists as an embodiment of the 
natural, instinctual side of human nature. Man, caught 
between tpese two polarities, must somehow seek to reconcile 
tbem. 





_._.-_. _. ­ .. 
each of whom straddled certain oppositions within himself, 
the personages of Reflections exist more as symbolic 
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distillations of the above polar extremes, unable, therefore, 
to achieve the synthesis that would make them whole. SiQnif­
icantly, the only one to attempt to do so is Penderton, whose 
bas 1.c D'3.ture is mOY'e ambivalent and complex than the others: 
He stood in a somewhat curious relation to the three 
fundaments of existence--life itself, sex, and death. 
Sexually the Captain obtained within himself a delicate 
b:3.lance between the male and female elements, wi th the 
susceptibilities of both the sexes and the active powers 
of neither .•.• He had a sad penchant for becoming 
enamoured of his wife's lovers. 
As to his relations with the other two fundaments, his 
position was simple enough. In his balance between the 
two great instincts, toward life and toward death, the 
scale was heavily weighted to one side--to death. 
Because of this the Captain was a coward. l 
His absorption in academic abstraction is reminiscent 
of the cold didacticism of Dr. Copeland. A large proportion 
or Penderton's eveninps is spent alone in his stUdy, perusing 
c:ra :3, charts, and maps. The study, a converted sUD-porch, 
is an outlfJard extension of Penderton!s l'f3.rped psyche, for 
the ~un ima B in the novel is associated with the natural, 
instinctual maD (Williams); the remodeled study, complete 
with the inevitable slide rule representative of the tech-
n i 0'3.1 sci en c e g, con s tit lJ t e s both 3. r e j e c t i on D f an d a ret' Ll ;c e 
from that force. Body is sublimated to mind. In much the 
sam wa. Penrlorton has forced the instinctive principle inco 
~J D18Ch'JJlical rnold l~her1 hf3 8clueezes the l{i,tten into the r~r'eez-
'/:0 lbo.x.. 
. 1 - 11.0 
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Yet the Captain is aware of the disequilibrium of his 
nature and becomes obsessed, in a way which he fails to under­
stand, with that which dimly represents to him a rebalancing 
of the scales in favor of life and masculinity. His name is 
indicative of the pending, undecided essence of his makeup, 
and like Biff Brannon, he hangs "suspended ll between two 
1
worlds. This spiritual rupture is far more incapacitating 
than the hernia from which he suffers and is reflected in the 
repeated imagery of the Captain as a doll with IIg1assy" eyes, 
an imitation man: 
Out in the forest there, the Ca~tain Jooked like a broken 
doll that had been thrown away.. •• 
For once he did not see himself as others saw him; there 
came to him a distorted dol~-like image, mean of counten­
ance and grotesque in form.~ 
Lacking a firm, inner sense of identity, Penderton 
depends upon such externals as rank and dress to bolster his 
indi viduali ty: liThe Captain always wore uniform when away 
from the post, but on all social occasions among other officers 
he affected mufti and was a great swell. n4 
The insecurity of his world prompts him to violent acts 
as a way of affirming his own existence. The pivotal scene in 
Ipenderton was originally named Singleton, but the name 
was changed because, by coincidence, there was an army general 
by that name. Smith, Q£. cit., p. 38. 
2 IVI c Cull e r s, Re f1 e c t ions, p. 78. 





which Penderton attempts to ride Firebird represents an attempt 
to establish contact with that which he both desires and fears, 
the vitality of instinctive sexuality. When the stallion runs 
away with him, Penderton is at first terror-stricken, but con­
fronting death at this moment, he ironically discovers the 
juices of life. As the horse slows to an exhausted trot, his 
elation subsides, and venting the frustrations of a lifetime, 
Penderton turns violently upon Firebird, the source of his 
momentary joy. 
With this act, Penderton has rejected the instinctive 
power of sex, but his disquietude seeks a central focus: 
There are times when a man's greatest need is to 
have someone to love, some focal point for his 
diffused emotions. Also there are times when the 
irritations t disappointments, and fears of life, 
restless as spermatozoids, must be released in hate. l 
From this point on, the Captain becomes obsessed with Private 
Williams, erroneously reading into the latter's character the 
courage and vitality he finds lacking in his own. The sado­
masochistic motif of military life has been explored pre­
viously by other writers, notably Lawrence ("The Prussian 
Officer") and Melville (ItBilly Budd"). In each case, an 
older, compulsive officer is attracted to a primitive, uncor­
rupted youth and sublimates his homosexual passion in a 
driving hatred. In a like manner, Penderton, imagining 
lIbid., pp. 52-53. 
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himself as an enlisted man secure in the barracks a com­
araderie, attempts to establish a contact with the Private 
which would give substance to his daydreams. Failing to do 
so, he projects in a series of sadistic fantasies and maso­
chis tic overtures a demand to be recognized by Williams, 
hoping that a relationship between the two of them will help 
him recapture the controlled fury of the ride. 
Williams, however, is a delusory symbol to Fenderton 
as was Antonopoulos to Singer. Although the trappings of 
military life--which have even provided Williams with a proper 
name--invest him with the appearance of being caught up in 
life, he too is entangled in his private fantasies and unable 
to bre ak through to anoth er human. The viri le, "na tural" maIl 
of Penderton's imaginings is in fact a grotesquely withdrawn 
voyeur, whose early all-male unbringing--akin to the Captain's 
~ll-female household of childhood years--has resulted to an 
equal degree in sexual abnormalities. 
Williams is frequently identified with the imagery of a 
t...ild animal--innocent, watchful, agile, solitary. Early in 
the novel, he exposes the Captain to the animalistic principle 
which he represents by trimming the lower branches off of 
. 11th b k· 'h '- '- . Penclerton's oak tree, thus destroYlng . e ac ground s,-Uvulns:r 
1 o eftherest 0 f the tv 0 0 d s • ,, Bee au 8 e Pend e r ton c ann 0 teope 
wi th th e ins tin c ti ve fore as lurking in nature, 11 stand inQ' alone 
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in the woods he was a small man. ,,1 
Williams, ironically, succeeds in stirring up the 
stormy emotions in Penderton which Leonora's blatant faith­
lessness has fa.iled to arouse; the "cynical good grace,,2 with 
which the Captain carries his cuckoldry would be more properly 
reserved for the inadvertent mishaps (such as the spilled 
coffee and hewn tree limbs) that Williams inflicts upon him. 
The inverted emotional values within this fictional world 
unders core its warpe d and warping dis tD T. tions • 
Immune to the tensions which vibrate around her, 
Leonora provides a perfect foil to the character of her hus­
band. Again, her name is a characternym, suggestive of both 
her feline, a.nimal qualities and her prowess as a social and 
sexual lioness. Her opposition to Penderton is so complete 
that the mockery of their marriage is inexplicable. The 
author makes no attempt to account for it; the reader can 
only accept as fact the questionable myth that opposites 
attract. But Leonora's stupidity, her animal enjoyment of 
sex, hearty appetite (often a sign of moral depravity in 
McCullers) and mindless slumber constitute such a direct 
antithesis to Penderton's sensitive rigidity, insomnia, and 
sexual ambivalence that the marriage relationship is totally 
perverted. Leonora refers to PendertoD as "son"; he attempts 
2Ibid., p. 33. 
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to discipline her with the shrill futility of an ineffec­
tual mother. Al th ough Leonora has the appearance of " a woman 
who has had several well-born babies and who hopefully expects 
1
another in about eight months," the Penderton marriage, like 
the Penderton mind, is sterile. Leonora's is a barren 
fecundity. 
Her relationship with Major Morris Langdon, although 
adulterous, is the only one in the novel that approaches 
anything like normality. It seems possible to conclude that 
Carson McCullers is saying that physical passion succeeds 
best where the spiritual potential is weakest, for Langdon-­
as comfortable as the Morris chair at which his name hints-­
is only slightly more sentient than Leonora and is endowed 
with a similar appreciation of good food, fine liquor, and 
pleasurable sex. Ironically, when Alison's death leaves him 
free to enjoy his sensual pastimes, he retreats instead into 
a stunned and sentimental period of mourning, even bemoaning 
the absence of Anacleto, whose presence had previously been 
a constant irritant. His empty but congenial nature reflects 
itself in his final ambition rlto be a good animal and to serve 
my country. A healthy body and patriotism.,,2 
Langdon's grief seems ironically proportionate to the 
lack of ready understanding he afforded hie wife while she 
lIbid., p. 127. 2 Ibid ., p. 129. 
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was alive. Yet Alison, although the victim of a series of 
misfortunes, is a less sympathetic character than circum­
stances might warrant. Penderton's reaction to her as a 
"big-nosed female Job"l is peculiarly apt; Alison's inces­
sant brooding on the wrongdoings of her husband, the death 
of her baby, and her own illness is repellent. This psy­
chological self-torture finds its physical expression when 
she "cutts] off the tender nipples of her breasts with the 
garden shears. 1I 2 The horror of this act is a measure of 
Alison's derangement; nevertheless, she is the only character 
to perceive that the army post world is hideously awry: 
Everyone she had known in the past five years was somehow 
wrong--that is, everyone except Weincheck and of course 
Anacleto and little Catherine. Morris Langdon in his blunt 
way was as stupid and heartless as a man could be. Leonora 
was nothing but an animal. And thieving Weldon Penderton 
was at bottom bopelejsly corrupt. What a gang! Even she 
herself she loathed. 
She is also alone in sensing that an alien force (personified 
by Williams) lurks within the Captain's house. When her 
attempts to communicate this fail, she is driven into that 
is ala ti on whic h the others promptly label as "insani ty. " 
The fate of her baby--the offspring of her union with 
the materialistic and sensual Langdon--has persuaded her that 
true marriage between the separate worlds of body and mind can 
l)"b' p. 32.~., p. 53. 2 Ibid .,
 




result only in pain, deformity, and death. She therefore 
retreats into a purely spiritual, aesthetically-oriented 
world of the imagination, sparsely populated by the kindly 
but unsuccessful Lieutenant Weincheck and the houseboy 
Anacleto. 
The relationship between Alison and Weincheck, one of 
solicitation and mutual interests, seemingly approaches the 
state of fraternal understanding exemplified as the ideal in 
The Heart ~ ! Lonely Hunter. However, its positive values 
are distorted by the inherent absurdities exaggerated in 
Anacleto, who mirrors the extremities of the spiritual world 
as Williams does the animalistic. The note of wry humor he 
injects into the otherwise unrelieved pessimism is weakened 
by hi s almos t unbearable precoci ty and affec ta ti on. "I twas 
common knOWledge that he thought the Lord had blundered grossly 
in the making of everyone except himself and Madame Alison-­
the sole exceptions to this were people behind the footlights, 
1
midgets, great artists, and such-like fabulous folk." He apes 
Al.ison so completely (to the point of desiring a jacket to 
match the fabric of her clothing) that their voices are indis­
tinguishable one from the other; her interests are his only 
interests, and he has even suffered the vicarious p~ngs of 
labor and childbirth. The pretentiousness of his linguistic 
lIbid., p. 43. 
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endeavors, his imitative ballet stances, and his incompre­
hensible pseudo-philosophic sophisms all testify (despite 
his genuine devotion to Alison) to the bizarreness of a purely 
aesthetic world without the steadying weight of the coarser 
side of human nature. 
The imbalance of human nature, then, sentences each 
character to an irrevocable checkmate. Souls are warped with­
out bodies, bodies are crippled without souls. Yet, although 
unable to function alone, neither Penderton, Alison, and 
Anacleto on the one hand, nor Leonora, Langdon and Williams 
on the other succeed in appropriating from the opposing 
group what is lacking in their own personality. By the end 
of the novel, Penderton has killed the instinctive force 
symbolized by Williams, and Langdon has routed the imaginative 
force represented by Anacleto. 
Penderton's final act of violence caps the ironic 
path of events which the plot has followed. He has murdered 
the man he loves in defense of the honor of the woman he 
does not love--and whose honor, furthermore, is a matter of 
vast indifference to him. The center of his emotional life 
des troyed, the Captain "res embled a broken and di s si pa ted 
monk. III Only the shell of his tortured asceticism remains. 
lIbid., p. 140. 
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The controlling image of the novel is taken from 
Anacleto's vision of a "peacock of a sort of ghastly green. 
With one immense golden eye. And in it these reflections of 
something tiny and ••• grotesque. ,,1 In Indian, Egyptian 
and Roman mythology, a peacock is a bird of ill omen. But 
the regimented beings of the army camp are oblivious to the 
steady gaze of the evil bird. Eacb, like the peacock, con­
tains within bimself grotesque patterns which he reflects 
without comprehension. Totally self-absorbed, the characters 
fail to recognize either the underlying corruption of their 
world or the depravity which erupts when the capacity to love 
is fatally twisted. 
The passive Williams is the "symbolic counterpart of 
the bird whose golden eye reflects but does not see, save 
n2with the terror and despair inherent in its mirror i mages. 
His irrational behavior mirrors the actions of the other char­
acters, all of whom are driven by forces they cannot compre­
hend and whose actions are therefore more a form of compulsive 
re'lction than free will. Like t-lilliams, who "did not actually 
knot., that he was going to buy a cow until he counted out his 
lIbid., p. 95. 
2 John B. Vicl{ery, "Carson McCullers: A Map of Love,f1 




money and put his hand on the halter, ,,1 each character at 
some point in the story finds himself engaged in an action 
which he has not consciously planned or willed. 
Within the Private's gold-brown eyes is a "deep reflec­
tion,,2 of Leonora's nude body, but the image is distorted by 
his unnatural ignorance of women. This distortion, in turn, 
results in the grotesque voyeurism which permeates the lives 
of the other characters and seals their eventual doom. His 
is an extreme example of the inwardness of love, where the 
lover is totally isolated (although in physical proximity) 
from the object of his love. 
Other images of reflection occur throughout the novel, 
supplementing the fragmented crazy-bouse atmosphere of a 
world lacking a moral dimension. The Captain sees in Fire­
birdIe eyes "a liquid image of his own frightened face;,,3 
his eyes mirror the kaleidoscopic impressions of natural 
phenomena during his wild ride. Leonor~ who "always found 
it a little difficult to picture a situation that did not 
1place • t he room Wl.. th her, ,,4.113 mere y anactually take ln 
unthinking reflection of her environment from which she can­
not, any more th~1 a mirror, create something original. 
lMcCullers, Reflections, p. 30.
 






Anacl~to and Alison reflect each other completely. Yet, 
ironically, none of the characters is reflective in a 
genuinely meditative sense. 
The book is divided into four sections. The first 
two sections begin with Williams; the third opens with Ali­
son's hazy impression of Williams leaving the Penderton 
house, and the fourth with the Captain's obsessive need to 
establish contact with Williams. Each part concludes by 
circling back to the Private and his eerie nighttime vigils. 
Structurally, it is as if one chapter reflects the next with 
increasing force and violence; the major incidents are mag­
nified repetitions of preceding events. Leonora's quiet 
dinner party in part one is duplicated in part three as an 
elaborate festivity for the "whole shebang" of resident 
officers and their wives. The sedate ride by Leonora, Lang­
don, and Penderton in part two is a faint harbinger of the 
wild gallop through untamed countryside by Penderton in part 
three. Alison's insomniac terrors of part three are intensi­
fied in part four when she discovers Williams in Leonora's 
bedroom. The death motif--only peripheral to the central 
action in the first three parts--reaches full culmination in 
part four with the death of Alison and the murder of Williams. 
The card ~ame in part two, a microscosmic mirror of 
the army post domain which in turn exists as a microcosm of 
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the world at large, skillfully reflects the Penderton-Lang­
don tangle of relationships. Leonora and Langdon play black­
jack with Firebird (symbol of instinctive sex) as the stakes. 
Langdon keeps track of the score and informs Penderton that 
his wife is cheating, whereupon the Captain replies that a 
woman cannot be trusted. Alison is the first to leave, 
remonstrating that sbe does not wish to break up the party. 
Prophetically, after her death, the remaining trio does not 
"break up"; Langdon becomes "like a third member of the 
- 1fPend erton ] fami ly. II 
The primary golden eye, of course, is that of the 
author, dispassionately reflecting in her controlled prose 
the lurid characters and actions without comment. The images 
then are reflected back to the reader who must decipher them 
for himself. However, the kernel of significance at the core 
of the novel is so overlaid by obscurities that no distinct 
t S f me an 1 n g c an take root • The "why ll of the a~tl'ons pro Ll a . ­LJ 
must be deduced from the actions themselves, which are reflec­
tiona in an eye that mirrors but does not interpret. Tbe 
novel suffers from a lack of any norm or standard to throw 
the whole into relief. The very skill of the symbolism has 
defeated itself in the setting up of sLlch pure and sharply 
lIbid., p. 122. 
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defined polarities. There is no thrust of character against 
the odds, because the characters are meant to exemplify the 
odds. "The price of such perfection in having everything 
come out exact and even is that you have to play with a 
special deck of cards, deliberately leaving the hearts out 
of it. ,,1 
Late in the story, the Captain asks if "any ful.fill­
ment obtained at the expense of normalcy is wrong, and should 
not be allowed to bring happine s s • In sh ort, " L1 s i tJ bet ter, 
because it is morally honorable, for the square peg to keep 
scraping about the round hole rather than to discover and use 
the unorthodox square that would fit it?,,2 Carson McCullers 
has given no certain answer. She has depicted a world in 
which the ranks of major, captain, lieutenant and private 
are assigned irrespective of personal, inner worth, imply­
ing a parallel to society's captious indexing of the indi­
vidual without regard to his essential humanity. The impos­
sibjlity of any kind of fulfillment--normal or abnormal--would 
seem the only certainty in such an unlovely and loveless wDrld. 
As M~rk Schorer has pointed out, the novel is an inver­
sion of CarsDn McCullers' basic theme of love and loneliness, 
lOtia Ferguson, New Republic, CIV (March 3, 1941), 317. 
2Mccullers, Reflections, p.125. 
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centering as it does on people whose self-engrossment, malice, 
contempt, and stupidity place them outside the possibility of 
feeling either love or loneliness. "There is no one to be 
redeemed, no love to deepen the loneliness."l Substituting 
lust for affection, hate for love, self-pity for compassion, 
and cunning for intelligence, they remain as unsympathetic a 
cast as any author ever assembled. One critic wryly observed, 
with reference to the solid body of aberrated characters, 
that not even the horse is normal. 2 
Again, as in The Heart!! ! Lonely Hunter, the central 
action is laced with sensationalism, ranging from murder, 
infant death, and self-torture to homosexuality, kleptomania, 
voyeurism, and adultery. But the violent or deviant episodes 
differ from those of the earlier novel; in Reflections, they 
most often occur as a desperate, last-ditch attempt at com­
munication in a world where language is "a series of mirrors 
for interior monologues, ,,3 as meaningless as ~1ajor Langdon r s 
mock attempt at French: "Vooley voo rooney mooney moo! ,,4 
IMark Schorer, "HcCullers and Capote: Basic Patterns,fI 
The Creative Present, eds. N. Balakian and C. Simmons (New 
York: DoubledaYaIld Company, Inc., 1963), p. 90. 
201iver Evans, "The Theme of Spiritual ISOlation in 
Carson McCullers," South: Hodern Southern Literature in Its 
Cultural Setting, ads. Louis D. Rubin and R. D. Jacobs~New 
York: Doubledav and Company, Inc., 1961), p. 337. 
1 203u.vlc,rery, Q.E. Cl• t ., p. .
 
4McCullers, Reflections, p. 42.
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Tennessee Williams has justified the decidedly gothic 
cast of the novel with the explanation that "a book is short 
and a man's life is long •••• The awfulness has to be 
compressed"l if the artist is to communicate the dreadful­
ness of modern existence. Perhaps this very compression has 
led the frequent charge of "morbidity" which the novel 
attracted, for although The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter contained 
as much, if not more, perversion and grotesquerie, it is 
longer and more complex; the deviations do not loom so large 
in proportion. In addition, because the characters of Reflec­
tions suffer from psychological rather than physical abnor­
mali ties, they are less readily grasped as symbols. 
Without the leavening influence of the author's con­
trolling irony, the total effect of the novel would be purely 
melodramatic. But the paradoxical situations combine with 
Carson McCullers' severe objectivity to qualify the Whole. 
The predominant mirror image, rendering a world of feigned 
perspective and false dimension, reverses the values and 
bearings of such a world. Right and left are transposed in 
a literal manner, right and wrong in a poetic, figurative 
sense. It is as if, to borrow again from Tennessee Williams, 
the everyday world "is largely something done with mirrors, 
and the mirrors are the millions of eyes that look at each 
lTennessee Williams, "Introduction," Reflections in a 
Golden Eye, p. xiii. 
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other and things no more penetratingly than the physical 
senses allow. ,,1 'I1his is the wasteland of Carson McCullers I 
second novel--eyes that do not perceive, ears that do not 
heed. The utter meaninglessness of life is played out again 
and again, in lives that run parallel but never touch. But 
because the world it encompasses is devoid of meaning, it does 
not follow that the novel itself is totally incomprehensible. 
Ihab Hassan expressed a similar viewpoint when he wrote, "It 
fR_,_ef_l_e_c_t_i_o_n_s_J is arrested on the level of incongruousness its 
title proclaims. But the absurdity it reflects goes far to 
show how much our desires outstrip the particular reality of 
,,2
our day--and how much we pay. 
Ilbid., p. xi.
 
2Hassan, Radical Innocence, p. 218.
 
CHAP'rER IV 
THE MEMBER OF THE WEDDING 
Nothing bappens, nobody comes, nobody goes, it's awful! 
--Samuel Beckett l 
Carson McCullers' tbird novel, Tbe Member of the 
Wedding, is set in that twilight period of early adoles­
cence, when the world itself seems to hang suspended between 
the fading glow of late childhood and tbe rapt dawn of impend­
ing maturity. It is a time of bushed expectancy, when all 
things are possible and notbing certain, when each man's 
private Godot loiters in the wings, ever a promise, never a 
presence. 
"Nothing ever happened to me,l! wails Frankie Addams,2 
the novel's twelve-year-old heroine, whose life is suddenly 
reduced to a tedious interim of undefined suspense. Like 
ick Kelly, she finds herself teetering between the con­
flicting worlds of childhood and adulthood, and the contra­
dictions and ambiguities growing out of her uncertain bal­
ance define the basic area of the novel in which the major 
ironies develop. 
lSamuel eckett, Waiting for Godot (New York: Grove 
Press, 1954), p. 28. 
2C-~arson ",VjCliU,.., 11 Ie I"r~m'o~~r , n+' r"l,e,L _ (!'-',iP.U\- "1,r.f~(laol·.nf·'ers, "I'll 'le: 'v. cd '"" ;' ~w 1"1%·. 
UmLam Books, Inc., 1958),T 108. 
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In Heart, this area was bounded by the relationship 
oE the characters to each other and resulted in a profound 
comment on the nature of man's religiosity. In Reflections, 
the essential one-sidedness of the characters and the lack 
of any meaningful relationship between them established the 
ironic effect, which was less profound and more bitter than 
in the earlier novel. In each case there was the implica­
tion that a stultifying lack of humanity on the part of all 
the characters sentenced them to their state of spiritual 
isolation, which, although a common condition of life, was 
not necessarily an irrevocable one. 
However, in The Member of the Wedding, the ironies of 
Frankie's situation are inherent in her time of life. It is 
not her lack of humanity but rather a particular stage of 
humani ty (through which all must pass ) that shapes her char­
acter and serves as a foundation for the central paradox which 
sustains the novel. It is the old contradiction inherent in 
being able to acquire a genuine sense of self only by identify­
ine with something outside the self. In Frankie's case, she 
suffers from the loneliness of being "an unjoined person who 
hunrr around in doorways, ,,1 always on the threshold but never 
admitted to the magic of the inner circle. Then, on the eve 
of her brother's marriage, she seizes upon the idea of becom­
'n lI"'lembor of the vJeddimz ll and of forever living t.rith thel f~ a " 
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couple. She sees this plan as a fulfillment of her adven­
turous daydreams and, even more significantly, as a guarantee 
of membership in the world. "\-Je will have thousands of friends, 
thousands and thousands and thousands of friends. We will 
belong to so many clubs that we can't even keep track of all of 
them. \ve vri 11 be members of the whole world. ,,1 As long as 
Frankie thinks of herself as an "lit person, she lacks a firm 
sense of identity. With the discovery of "the we of me, . 
at last she knew just who she was and understood where she was 
.gOlng. ,,2 
The time of the novel is summer, when the three-month 
interrnission between school terms has thrown Frankie back upon 
her own uncertain resources, which seem suddenly a size too 
large for childhood and a size too small for adulthood. Her 
suffocating sense of isolation is closely related to the mood 
captured in an autobiographical incident recalled by Mrs. 
Cullers: 
When I was a child of about four, I was walking with my 
nurse past a convent. For once, the convent doors were 
open. And I saw the children eating ice-cream cones, 
playing on iron swings, and I watched, fascinated. I 
wanted to go in, but my nurse said no, I was not Cath­
olic. The-next day, the gate was shut. But, year by 
year, I thought of what was going on, of tbi~ wonderful 
party, where I was shut out. I wanted to cllmb the wall, 
but I was too Ii t tIe. I beat on the wall once, and I 
knew all the time that these was a marvelous party going 
on, but I couldn't get in. 
lIbid., p. 112. 2Ibid ., p. 43. 
3carson McCullers, The Flowering Dream, p. 162. 
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The inaccessible party for which Frankie yearns is simply 
her adolescent vision of life--a dream world whose outlines 
are softened by a blanket of mysterious snow, where each 
individual is joined to another by irrevocable bonds of love 
and fellowship. It is a world viewed through the eye of one 
who is deeply lonely. 
There is no personified antagonist in the novel; the 
c harac ters "are beating their wings • • • agains t some thing 
wh i ch isn't the re, or is within thems elves. "I The conflicts 
are inward, with little external action to supplement what 
is essentially a perceptive character study of the adoles­
cent girl. This deliberate limitation brings to mind John 
Galsworthy's contention that a human being is the best plot 
there is. "A bad plot is simply a row of s takes wi tb a 
character impaled on each--cbaracters who would have liked 
2 
to live but came to untimely grief." 
The emphasis is on the interior life of the protagon­
ist; most of the action takes place in her heart and mind. 
Essentially a "monologue furnished with figures,,,3 the narra­
tive is couched in Frankie's language, creating a sense of 
lRobert Littell, Yale Reviet.J', XXX (Autumn, 1940), viii. 
quoted by John Mason Brown, Saturday Review,2 As
 
XXXIII (January 28, 1950), 27.
 






identification with her. And yet there remains a quizzical 
awareness of the adult author through whose mind and emotions 
the recollections of childhood have been sifted. Frankie's 
II . 
daydream of meeting the soldiers who had her blood, and 
Aheir sayingJ that they owed tbeir life to her lll has the 
ring of authenticity; it also evokes a disparaging smile. 
This double viewpoint--empathy counterpointed by implied 
objectivity--rescues the novel from an excess of sentimental­
ity and underscores tbe gently ironic tone. 
Providing a foil to Frankie's impossible dream of 
joining the wedding are Berenice Sadie Brown, the Addams' 
Negro cook, and John Henry West, Frankie's six-year-old 
cousin. Together with Frankie, they form a community of the 
alienated, who find in the ugly kitchen both a refuge and a 
prison, a prison whose only bars are rays of sunlight, but 
whose conditions of tedium, uncertainty and isolation Frankie 
imagines as harsher than any court-imposed penalty: lilt was 
better to be in a jail where you could bang the wall than in 
..., 
a jail you could not see.ll~ 
John Henry and Berenice represent the extremes of 
innocence and experience between whose borders Frankie attempts 
to find passage, and her practice of singing in the middle 
IMcCullers, The Member of the Wedding, p. 21. 
2 Ibid ., p. 148. 
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space between John Henry's soprano and Berenice's contralto 
is appropriate to and symbolic of their relationship. Each 
of these three main characters embodies a divergent aspect 
of the central paradox, with the total design emerging from 
the juxtaposi tion of one character to another. The functional 
symbolism of the trio is balanced by their very real humanity, 
with a convincingly realistic life apart from their allegori­
cal value. The Member of the Wedding is perhaps Mrs. 
McCullers' most successful fusion of the realistic and allegor­
ical modes. 
John Henry West, as a personification of childish 
innocence, represents that sense of easy identification with 
the world which is the product of a vision simplified by 
inexperience. Although forever asking questions, he has as 
yet asked none of life. The limitations of his perspective 
are manifested in his grotesque drawin~s which disfigure the 
kitchen walls. Although small for his age, his earnestness 
touches him with an adult mien which he wears like a costume. 
Frankie sees him as " a tiny watchmaker, ,,1 a miniature of her 
father, but his outlook, shielded by the fantasy world of 
childhood, is maddeningly immature. 
"It/hy, It m not a bit lonesome," he tells Frankie, too 
'1 1gUl e 8SS t 0 .recognlze that. the world is "silent and crazy 
and 2sad." It is as though his gold-rimmed 1spectac 5S are 
lIbido, p. d. 2IblE.., p. 19. 
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capable of transforming what is mundane, ugly, and absurd 
into the beautiful and the ideal. Nothing is distasteful 
to his young eyes. He is entranced with the Pin Head at 
the Freak House, seeing not the "shrunken head no larger than 
an orange,lt
l 
but "the cutest little girl n2 he ever encoun­
teredo He mistakes moths for butterflies, and in a line that 
was added by Mrs. McCullers to her dramatization of the novel, 
he plaintively states his preference for Berenice's blue glass 
eye over her natural dark one. 
Frankie correctly perceives that John Henry's mind is 
"like the pictures he drew with crayons on tablet paper,"] 
and she inevitably finds it ltimpossible to understand his 
poin t of view. 114 To her exasperation, John Henry, wi th an 
Alice-in-Wonderland logic, refuses to abide by the rules of 
the card game and ignores the criteria of artistic portrai­
ture--refutes, in short, the dictates of the adult world. 
"He's a child! It is hopeless! Hopeless!" Frankie 
cries, ironically more prophetic than she knows, for his 
childhood syndrome is incurable. Stricken with meningitis, 
be dies before he can mature to another stage. Like the 
little biscuit man he had fashioned, he too is misshapen by 
lIbid . , p • 17.	 2Ibid ., p. 18.
 
4Ibid ., p. 132.
3Ibid ., p. 1)1. 
-_.­
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the heat of' experience, "his eyeballs . . . walled up in a 
corner stuck and blind ••• his head drawn back in a buckled 
1
way." 
In opposition to John Henry's complacent innocence, 
Berenice manifests the tempered wisdom of experience. Unlike 
the naive child, she is keenly aware of the isolation native 
to the human condition and of the futility of attempting to 
escape it: 
We all of us somehow caught. We born this way or that 
way and we don't know why. But we caught anyhow••.• 
And maybe we wants to widen and bust free. But no 
matter what we do we still caught. Me is me and you is 
you and he is he. We each one of us somehow caught all 
by ourself. 2 
In the security of ber f'irst marriage to Ludie Freeman, 
Berenice had discovered the value of love as a counteractant to 
loneliness. "When I was with Ludie, I didn't feel so caught." J 
After Ludie's death, however, despite repeated attempts to 
duplicate the relationship, she fails to recapture the old 
happiness: 
I loved Ludie and he was the first man I loved. There­
fore, I had to go and copy myself forever afterward. 
What I did was marry off little pieces of Ludie when­
ever I come across them. It was just my misfortune they 
all turned out to be th~ wrong pieces. My intention was 
to repeat me and Ludie. 
IIbid ., p. 1~3. 2Ibid ., p. 113.
 
J1bid ., p. 111+ . )+Ibid. , p. 10l.
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The evanescence of love is exemplified in Berenice's 
surname, which remains constant in spite of her four mar­
riages. As she explains to Frankie, a name signifies the sum 
total of a person, "because things accumulate around your 
name. III Each individual is ca.ught, then, in his own identity 
of which his name is an unalterable label. Berenice's family 
name signifies an additional dimension of isolation, that 
imposed by race. Briefly a Freeman by the grace of love, she 
has reverted to the alienated state Which a racist society 
imposes. While she does not specifically aspire to be white, 
her blue eye is a comment on the color line and the arbitrary 
divisions that separate people from each other. 
If Berenice's search for love has not resulted in 
happiness, it has at least yielded a large measure of wisdom. 
Her spiritual vision is in no way impaired by her physical 
defect, and she clearly comprehends the incomprehensible ways 
of love: 
I have heard of many a queer thing. I have knew mens to 
fall in love with girls so ugly that you wonder if their 
eyes is straight. I have seen 80me of the most peculiar 
weddings anybody could conjecture ..•• I have knew 
womens to love veritable Satans and thank Jesus when they 
put their split hooves over the threshold: I bave.knew 
boys to take it into their heads to fall In love WIth 
, ')
other boyso<­
Thus F'rankie's motives, while irrational, are transparent 
to Berenie e : ft I can see righ t thro ugh them two gray eye s of 
,,3yours like they was glass. 
2Ibido, ppo 7S-76.lIbido, p. 107. 
3Ibid ., p. 102. 
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Although Berenice can also see that Frankie's plans 
will end only in disaster, she fails to communicate this in 
any meaningful way. Berenice is committed to the adult 
world and speaks with the voice of experience; to the unini­
tiated Frankie, the words are as incomprehensible as a foreign 
tongue. 
Yet Berenice has her blind spot, too, in that she con­
siders herself a great beauty. Frankie is able to recognize 
the disparity between Berenice's self-image and "the dark 
face with the wild blue eye, the eleven greased plaits that 
fitted her head like a skull-cap, the wide flat nose that 
quivered as she spoke. ,,1 Ironically, al though Berenice and 
Frankie are each trapped within themselves, they have leS8 
understanding of their own identities than of eacb other. 
However, Berenice's self-esteem makes possible her patient 
endurance, for one cannot accept life without first accepting 
and liking oneself. 
Contrapuntal to Berenice's resigned loneliness is 
Frankie's frenzied sense of isolation. Fascinated by the 
secrets of the adult world, yet clinging to the reassuring 
familiarities of childhood, excluded from both children's 
games and adolescent parties, she is a part of both worlds 
but a member of neither. Her nickname, like Mick's, indicates 
1 Ibid., p. 19. 
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ber sexual indetermination, and her surname connotes her 
primordial passage from innocence to knowledge. Her ambi­
valent attitude about crossing this particular threshold is 
symbolized in a dream she bas: "I dreamed there was a door. 
I was just looking at it and while I watched, it began slowly 
1 
to open. And it made me feel funny and I woke up." 
Her initiation is multifarious, consisting specifically 
of a dawning awareness of human sexuality, and, more gen­
erally, of a growing understanding of human personality as it 
is shaped by the enigmas of love and death. Frankie 1 s neo­
phyte standing is effectively paralleled by the snatches of 
fragmented music which Bound in the distance, first "a griev­
ing August song that did not end, 1f 2 and later, a blues tune 
played on a horn that is "left broken, unfinished.,,3 The 
similarities between the music and the emotionally and phy­
sically incomplete girl are obvious. 
Her sexual innocence misleads her into believing that 
she can actually become a member of the wedding; she resists 
Berenice 1 s argument that on a honeymoon, two are company and 
three a crowd just as she rejects a sexually oriented dis­
cuasion by her peers as II nas t y I'les aboll t marrl' ed pe ople. ,,4 
She has sternly repressed the memory of her furtive episode 
lIb'd 2Ibid ., p. 16.
 
3Ibid . , p. 41. 4Ibid ., p. II.
 
... 1 • , p • 120. 
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with Barney McKean and dismisses the soldier's assault as 
"crazyll; yet she cannot hide forever from the revelation 
that is an inevitable part of growing up: 
••• she recalled the silence in the hotel room" and 
all at once a fit in a front room, the silence the 
nasty talk behind the garage--these separate r~collec­
tions fell together in the darkness of her mind, as 
shafting searchlights meet in the night sky upon an 
aeroplane, so that in a flash there came in her an 
understanding. 
Partially because Frankie's conception of love is so thor­
oughly asexual, she has become enamored not with another 
human being, but with a particular instance of attraction 
between two people which she generalizes into a kind of 
universal love. Stubbornly and unrealistically, she seeks 
to include herself in the very idea of inclusion, while 
ironically rebelling against those to whose sphere she 
honestly belongs. Indeed, on the last pages of the book, 
when the strange little trio of the cook, the six-year-old 
boy and the adolescent girl has irrevocably dissolved, the 
pattern of their relationship seems in retrospect as illusive 
and perfect as the impossible wedding of three. 
As though taking its cue from Berenice's admonition 
that two are company and three a crowd, the material of the 
novel is arranred in threefold groupings, echoing Frankie's 
sensation that the world is composed of crowds, "and you 
donlt know t"That joins them up.,,2 The action occurs over 
lIbid., p. H~6. 2Ibid., p. 115. 
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three days, which correspond to the three separate parts 
of the work. The middle section in turn is divided into 
three chapters, each respectively covering the morning, 
afternoon and evening of the middle day. There are three 
main characters, representing three stages of life; in addi­
tion, Frankie assumes three different identities, one for 
each day. 
Her changing identities conform rather closely to 
"the way her world seemed layered in three different parts, 
all the twelve years of the old Frankie, the present day 
111itself, and the future ahead •. With each new shift 
in her name and character, Frankie, chameleonic fashion, 
assumes the dominant coloration of the world as she currently 
sees it. As Frankie the tombody, she is bored, defiant, be­
wildered and haunted oy a world that is "huge and cracked and 
,2
loose and turning a thous and mi les an hour.' As the exotic 
F ••Jasmine, "she did not see the world as loose and cracked 
and turning a thousand miles an hour, so that the spinning 
view3 of war and distant lands made ber mind dizzy. The world 
had never been so close to her. ,,3 All eagerness and self-
importance, she feels connected to everything and everyone 
she sees. The post-wedding Frances of part three, at last 
forced to acknowledge the essential separateness that marks 
-
~., 21oid ., p. 20.1 10 '0 p. 56, 




the human condition, has settled into a more realistic 
identity, a little sadder and a little wiser: 
'rhe world was now so far away that Frances could no 
longer think of it. She did not see the earth as in 
the old days • •• ; the earth was enormous and still 
and flat. Between berself and all the places there 
was a space like an enormous canyon she could not hope 
to bridge or cross. The plans for the movies or the 
Marines were only child plans that would never work. 
1 
Contrasting to the consistent triform pattern are 
scattered images of duality: Berenice's expression is "two­
sighted";2 Frankie feels "double-minded,,3 about meeting the 
soldier for a date; John Henry is a "two-faced, • double-
faced Judas 1l4 for not liking her wedding dress; and Frankie 
wishes that "her expression iwereJ split into two parts, so 
that one eye stared at Berenice in an accusing way, and the 
other eye thanked her with a gratefUl lOOk."5 The perfidious 
doubleness conveyed here ironically opposes the natural unity 
implicit in Berenice's notion of two as "company": "Remember 
Noah and the ark? •.• Two by two. He admitted them crea­
6 
tures two by two." 
What Berenice does not realize, as her succession of 
marriage indicates, is that twofoldness is as fallible and 
illopical a panacea for spiritual isolation as Frankie's 
lIbid 
·
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6Ibid 
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dream of the wedding of three. If three is a crowd, two con­
tains the threat of treacherous division. Thus her conclusion 
that Frankie needs "a nice little white boy beau,,,l while 
sensible enough on the surface, is perhaps no more reasonable 
than Frankie's desire to become a member of the wedding. 
Significantly, Frankie's sadness had begun in April, 
that classically cruel month which mixes hope with despair, 
death with rebirth. "April that year came sudden and still, 
and the green of the trees was a wild, bright green. The 
pale wisterias bloomed allover town, and silently the 
blossoms shattered. There was something about the green trees 
and flowers of April that made Frankie sad.,,2 
What Frankie is dimly experiencing without realizing it 
is the fact of mortality, and her thoughts repeatedly circle 
bac k to the dead people she has known • Death seems to s ym­
bolize for her a state of ultimate isolation, where the failure 
of verbal communication constitutes the final horror. She 
remembers of Uncle Charles that "his voice failed, and when he 
tried to talk, it was as though his throat bad filled with 
1, 
glue, and they could not understand the words."~ Lon Baker's 
"cut throat opened like a crazy shivering mouth that spoke 
f;1host words into the April sun.,,4 And John Henry, in his 
final hours, "had los t the strength to scream. ,,5 Frankie's 
p. J 1bid ., p. 71,lIbid ., p. 78. 2Ibid . , 20. 
-­
L~Ibid . , p. 87. SIbid ., p. lS2. ~._.~.-
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assumption, then, of a new identity as F. Jasmine appears 
as a sort of deliberate rebirth, an attempt to escape the 
isolation which she equates with death. 
Even the passage of time bewilders and threatens 
Frankie, isolating her from herself at various points on the 
time can tinuum: flRere we are--righ t now. This very minute. 
Now. But while we're talking right now, this minute is pass­
ing. And it will never come again. Never in all the world. 
When it is gone it is gone. ttl The relationship between lone­
liness and time is repeated even more explicitly in a 
reminiscence which Carson McCullers published some ten years 
later: 
Row could it be that I was I and now was now when 
it would be Christmas, wintertime, cold weather, 
twilight and the glory of the Christmas tree? I 
puzzled about the now and later•.•• Would the 
now I of the treehouse and the August afternoon be 
the same I of wint~r, firelight, and the Christmas 
tree? I wondered. 
'rherefore, Frankie 18 sharpened awarenes s of huma.'! 
mortality, coupled with the inexorable passage of time, con­
tributes to her desperate need to flconnect!l with another, 
but the more urgent and loquacious she becomes, the more 
lIbid., p. 115. 
2caI'S on McCu llers, "Home for Chri s tmas ,II I"Iad emoiselle, 
XXX (December, 1949), 53. 
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futile and less meaningful are her attempts to communicate. 
'rhe ki tchen conversations wi th Berenice and John Henry have 
become repetitious and meaningless, and although Frankie's 
father "had ears to hear with, • • • he did not lis ten. ,,1 
At the wedding, the plans which she has so freely spilled 
out to strangers are suddenly locked inside her; each time 
she attempts to describe them to Jarvis or Janice, lIher 
tongue was heavy in her mouth and dumb. ,,2 Th e soldier 
"talked a kind of double-talk that ••• she could not fol­
10w.,,3 Ironically, the single clear instance of communication 
she senses is with the Freaks, for whom she imagines a fright­
ening kinship: "She was afraid of all the Freaks, for it 
seemed to her that they had looked at her in a secret way and 
tried to connect their eyes with hers, as though to say: we 
know you, She was afraid of their long Freak eyes. 1l4 
What Frankie cannot grasp is that each human being, 
limited as he is by his own individual perspective, encom­
passes within himself an element of incompleteness which 
appears freakish or grotesque to others. The Freaks are 
simply an extreme manifestation of the varying degrees of 
imperfection which disfigure every man, but Frankie is able 
to perceive this only in its most obvious form. She concedes 
lCarson McCullers, Member, p. 47. 
21bid ., p. 137. 3Ibid., p. 127. 
L~Ibid., p. 18. 
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that the Freaks probably never get married or go to a wedding, 
but feels that the rest of the world is privy to that mar­
velous party going on behind the wall. Jarvis and Janice 
"have a good time every minute of the day,,,l the soldiers 
"came to town on holidays and went around in glad, loud 
gangs together,,;2 Berenice's two-room house has "the stir of 
company that [Frankie] had always loved and envied in that 
house.,,3 Seen from the viewpoint of a lonely individual, a 
group seems joined and happily content, even when logic 
dictates that it is not. 
Like most of Carson McCullers' characters, Frankie 
escapes from her fearful alienation into reveries as rosy 
and fanciful as narcotic delusions. Biff Brannon's imaginary 
parenthood, Mick Kelly's musical ambitions, Alison Langdon's 
dream of managing a prawn boat--all provide, in the face of an 
unpalatable reality, an illusory flight similar to Frankie's 
fantas les of adventure and faraway places. The seashell and 
snow-filled globe on her desk, symbols of her private day­
dreams, help to ease the heat and boredom of the Georgia 
summer. And just as she protects her imaginary Alaska 
a~ainst the intrusion of Jarvis' letters, so she keeps the 
illusory wedding intact from Berenice's well-meant--and 
accurate--warnings. Like all extravagant plans for escape 
p. p. S2.3. 
124. 
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in Mrs. McCullers' novels, Frankie's scheme to join the 
wedding is doomed to disappointment. But so immersed is 
she in fantasy that eventually it assumes proportions more 
real than reali ty itself: "Because of the wedding, these 
distant lands, the world, seemed altogether possible and 
near ••.• It was the actual present, in fact, that seemed 
to F. Jasmine a little bit unreal."l 
By the end of the novel, after Frankie has had to face 
the truth about the wedding, she has substituted new i11u­
sions: she will become a famous poet and travel around the 
world with Mary Littlejohn. Her insistently Utopian view 
of the future directly contrasts with Berenice's backward-
looking dream of a lost Eden. Indeed, the obvious repetition 
occurring in the names of John Henry, Henry Johnson (Bere­
nice's third husband), and Mary Littlejohn strongly infers 
that while the substance of one's f~ntasies may change, 
the necessity for them remains constant. 
The forceful emphasis upon the need for illusion 
suqgests a flawed and injurious universe, whose perversity 
menaces the spirit of man much as the elements threaten his 
physical being. The wasteful casualness with which John 
Henry's death is treated extends this implication, for it 
is never otherwise clear in the novel why violence and 
lIbid., p. 67. 
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death are necessary for Frankie's passage from childbood 
into adolescence. The beginning of autumn and the new 
school term would have provided a suitable point of transi­
tion, and if a more specific event were needed, the wedding 
itself could have furnished it. Of course, on the symbolic 
level, John Henry's death represents the necessary loss of 
childhood innocence as Frankie approaches the realm of 
experience, but on the realistic level, where each character 
has fully and persuasively existed, the sudden, senseless 
and dramatically unexpected tragedy simulates a world as 
irregular and capricious as the make-believe spheres of 
the Holy Lord God Berenice Sadie Brown, the Holy Lord God 
John Henry West, and Holy Lord God Frankie Addams. Indeed, 
just as each of them designs a world which appears perfect 
from his own biased viewpoint but lopsides and bizarre from 
any other angle, so the actual universe appears inscrutable 
and imperfect without an understanding of the Mind which 
fashioned it. 
renice, acceptin~ John Henry's death with her cus­
tomarlly resigned endurance, nevertheless gropes for a 
rationale behind it, seekin~ a universal design which would 
provide a roason for the tragedy, even if it is to be found 
in her own behavior: "'1 don't knoW' \'.That I've done,' she kept 
8 aying. ,,1 l"rankie, on the other hand, barely skirts the 
II




periphery of grief, rapidly passing through successive stages 
of disbelief, acceptance, fright, and finally escapes into 
the new world of Mary Littlejohn. "It was seldom now that 
she felt his [John Henry's1 presence--solemn, hovering, and 
ghost-gray. Only occasionally at twilight time or when the 
special hush would come into the room. ,,1 
Her reaction, especially when juxtaposed against the 
violent, consuming response which the wedding episode evoked, 
indicates how far Frankie has yet to travel along the road to 
maturity. But if, in the final pages, she appears more exas­
perating and less sympathetic than earlier, it is because the 
adolescent girl is not yet wholly attuned to her world. Just 
as Mr. Schwarzenbaum's piano tuning strums upon the nerves in 
the process of achieving an ultimate harmony, so Frankie must 
experiment with jarring notes while searching for her own 
sense of universal accord. 
"Do ray mee fa 801 la tee. Tee. Tee. Tee. It 
could drive you wild, ,,2 she complains about the piano, not 
recognizinr that her own actions are an equally insistent 
search for a Do. 
1 
"The old Frankie had never admitted love."--' The new 
Prances will not admit pain, although it is there at the 
core of things. However, "weathers had turned and it \o1a8 in 
2 Ibid ., p. 103. 
31 I • ,Old. , p. 9S. 
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a.nother seas on "; 1 a.s the novel closes, Prances hears the 
ring of the bell and goes to answer it, perhaps opening 
the door of the threshold she will one day cross. Hopefully, 
beyond Frances lies still another and more mature identity, 
who will eventually be able, like Berenice, to admit the full 
scale of human experience, a Frankie who will not be a member 
of the wedding, but of life. 





THE BALLAD OB' THE SAD CAFE
Rock meeting rock can know love better 
Than eyes that stare or lips that touch. 
All that we know in love is bitter 
And it is not much. ' 
--Conrad Aiken 
"Annihilation" 
In the fictional world of Carson McCullers, the 
attractions which pass for love are consistently inex­
plicable and disillusioning. Nowhere is this more true 
than in The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, where the irration­
ality of human passion serves as the focal, unifying idea. 
The fourth major work of Mrs. McCullers, Ballad 
moves from the warm realism of The Member of the Wedding 
into the symbolic exaggerations of allegory. As in The 
Heart Is ~ Lonely Hunter, the relationships of the char­
acters to each other provide the principal source of irony, 
which in each case is a profound and pessimistic comment on 
the human condition. However, the diffuseness of the first 
novel is contracted in Ballad into a tightly constructed 
folk tale; the interlocking relationships, of a pyramidal 
pattern in Heart, bere result in a closed circle-- It love 
chasing its tail,,,l as one critic bas phrased it. 
lKlaus Lubbers, I1A Study of The~e and Structure in 
Carson JC1cCullers' Fiction,11 Jahrbuch fur Arnerikastudien, 
VI I I (Au tumn, 196 J ), 203. 
--------------.
 
The shortest of her novels, Ballad dramatizes a cul­
mination of the author's philosophy of love in a singular 
trian~le of three improbable lovers consumed not by their 
mutual desires but by their individual and solitary exigen­
eies. 'rhe narrative action is an illustr'lticm and 8...'1 exten­
sion of a sermon on the irrationalities of love contained 
early in the novel: 
rat of all, love is a joint experience between two 
persons--but the fact that it is '1 joint experience does 
not mean that it is a similar experience to the two 
people involved. There are the lover and the beloved, 
but these two come from different countries. Often the 
beloved is only a stimulus for all the stored-up love 
which has lain quiet within the lover for a long time 
hitherto. And somehow every lover knows this. He 
fe Is in his soul that his love is a solitary thing. He 
comes to know a new, strange loneliness ~'1d it is this 
knowledge which makes him suffer. So there is only one 
thin~ f~r the lover to do. He must house his love within 
hims~lf as best he can; he must create for himself a 
ole=:: neH im'lard Horld--a l!Jorld intense fLYjd strange, 
com pIe t e i n him 8 elf.. t his 1 av ere an be man, ,,10man, 
,- . .. -. ,- t ., . . I~ crn 10, or Indeed'1.ny [Jum~3.n crea ure on t018 ear"Go. 
O',J thf3 beloved can also be of any description. Th i3 
most out19.ndi.sh people can be the stimulus for~ 10v8= 
herefore, the value and quality of any love lS 






From this discrepancy and tension between the needs 
of the lover and the beloved the central paradox of Ballad 
emerges: any love relationship, in opposition to the ideal­
ized conception, increases rather than mitigates the isolation 
of the self. The very act of loving implies a discovery by 
the lover of the self as a separate entity and entails the 
need for contact with another. Thab Hassan has pointed out 
that the most startling consequence of the above passage is 
"love's avowal of pain, of death itself. ,,1 By seeking its 
own impediments in grotesque objects with whom a mutually 
satisfactory relationship cannot be established, love assumes 
a self-defeating nature which sharply curtails its redemptive 
powers. 
\{hereas in the earlier novels, the beloved responded 
to the lover with indifference or misunderstanding, in 
Ballad he unfailingly responds with hate--and not in spite 
of being loved but because of it! The obstacles to a mutually 
fulfillins love relationship are now insurmountable. 
Because the central theme is so beavily ironic, the 
form, Be t i on an d c harae ters of Ballad draw more broadly upon 
irony--even verging at times on burlesque--than in any previous 
work. The realistic level is negligible; each of the three 
Princeton1 I hab Has s on, Radical InnDcence (Princeton:
 





major characters, didactically drawn to exemplify various 
aspects of the lover-beloved dichotomy, is an extreme, 
hyperbolic example of love's absurdities. 
The interlocking relationships result from each char­
acter successively assuming the part of the lover, having 
scorned another who would play that role for him. "Each, 
then, is in turn a slave and a tyrant, depending on whether 
he is loving or being loved."l The pattern of unreciprocated 
affections is not dissimilar to the chain of relationships 
observed in Heart. However, in the earlier work, the design 
was pyramidal; in Ballad, the result is a closed circle. 
Although Mrs. McCullers does not attempt on a realistic 
level to make credible the incongruous series of attractions, 
Miss Amelia Evans, Cousin Lyman Ellis ~nd Marvin Macy are care­
fully drawn to dovetail with each other within the cyclic 
arrangement. The central figure is that of Miss Amelia, for 
the main action is her initiation into the ambiguities and 
paradoxes of love. A sexually ambivalent female of Amazonian 
proportions, she is akin to Biff Brannon, Captain PendertoTI 
and Frankie Addams in her rejection of her natural sex role. 
At a towering height of over six feet, she is almost a real­
ization of Frankie's worst fears about herself. Her customary 
A ll! ~L III'iap 01 ,ove,l~Tohn B. Vickery, "Carson NcCullers: 





garb of overalls and swamp boots, her short-cropped hair, and 
her muscular development typify her distinctly masculine bias, 
although she ironically insists on being addressed as Miss 
Amelia in the Southern belle manner. Nor is she consciously 
committed to the viewpoint of either sex, contemplating the 
male principle with the same inarticulate wariness with which 
she observes the female. Her two removed kidney stones, which 
she has enshrined in a curio cabinet, constitute a symbol of 
the male genitals, and these she regards "with a mixture of 
fascination, dubious respect, and fear." I Similarly, despite 
her wide-ranging abilities in the healing arts, at any mention 
of female complaint "she would stand craning her neck against 
the collar of her shirt, or rubbing her swamp boots together, 
for all the world like a great, shamed, dumb-tongued child. 112 
She does not belong, then, to either the world of man or 
woman, but to the realm of things: "Vii th all things which 
could be made by the hands Miss Amelia prospered •.•• It 
was only wi th people th at 1\11 s s Amelia was no t at ease. 113 Her 
isolation is effectively symbolized by her crossed eyes, 
which--like her spirit--turn inward. 
Until the corning of Cousin Lyman, the only close human 
relationship she has experienced was with ber father, who 




c Ib id ., p. 1 7 • I bi d ., p. ~. 
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inexplicably called her "Little," a misnomer to which be 
apparently ~ttached no ironic overtones but whose absurdities 
are obvious. Amelia's designation for him ",Jas "Big Papa. II 
Together, the nicknames indicate a facet of Hiss Amelia's 
character not otherwise obvious , her desire for male II c om­
• r\ ffpass lvn , but strictly within the context of an asexual 
relationship. 
This one vulnerability is masked by Amelia's outward 
self-sufficiency. Singlehandedly, she owns and operates the 
town's ~eneral store, distills and dispenses its liquor, 
tre a ts the sic k, and hand le s her own legal affairs --of \-Jh ieb, 
owinq to her penchant for lawsuits and litigation, there are 
many. Her compulsion to make legal mountains out of molehills 
belies her riven name, which has an obvious kinship with the 
verb l'ameliorate.!I us her physically elevated position is 
m~tched by her social and economic stature, both of which 
intensify her isolation it the same time th~t they increase 
or reno'rJJ1. She i S 'lI1 em 0 t ion a lou t 8ide r tot he soc i e t y at 
cent r she exists: claimed kin with no 
~ ~ -, "..18 a ('~ ~"l- v' u, '0: IUt­nutcact c1_:1' l'n'SJnversoly, r'!a~rV1n ;"~acy SOv.LJ. .. ..0 v 
o were clean-hgired ~nd soft­
, ~ 1 f . ~ M '~r 0 n l' ~ _',i--- 0' "',' ,,':'11 t.~., 0- 1L,',a h heis vDcation 01 ~DDm-~lxer ~~ ~ , '_0, u - ~-_. - .. 
--~---'------
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can repair the machines which make cloth of separate strands 
of yarn, he cannot successfully weave his own isolated life 
'INith that of another human being. Tiands .....v_me but rut'rl . __ 1 leSS,oe 
is tran:od'ormed by love of lliiss Amelia from town rake to 
rl hteous member of the community. However, this meta­
morphosis is shortlived, terminating when he actually takes 
her for his unlikely bride and is then evicted from her bed 
and property after trying to consummate the marriage. Although 
e reverts to violence and crime, eventually drawing a peni­
tentiary sentence, his rejection briefly makes of him a 
pathetic, Buffering figure; decisively spurned, he at first 
can only offer more of the same devotion which caused his 
do,~fall originally, until he is literally and emotionally 
ankrupt. The futility of his genero~ity is reflected in 
13S Amelia's inyratitude: 
iss Amalia was left with everything that Marvin Macy 
as ever owned--his ti rwooo, his gilt watch, every 
one of his possessions. t she seemed to ~ttach little 
..., ) J'" 1 {-l t .. h lJ.L. j'P"", h;C1 r:tnsrna.LYJ'sV'11.U8GO T~n8cn ,:lrlC L.,nrl~ sprlll~ 8lJ8 C' L., J~ ,.j-~- .' • ., 
robe to cover her tobacco plants. So all that no naa 
eVt3(' d0tlC~ \4·:13 to rnake herrichsr arlo to bring her love. 
1 P" b' .. IU t, s t I'an r: e t 0 say, she n eve r s p 0 ,{ e O.L tllm . LJ C, lint; ,1 a 
terrible and 8 iteful bitterness. She never once 
re rred to him bv name but always mentioned him scorn­
f' 'J 11 If q " I +- n' '. +- 1 ') :~, m- ~ X I' r I t'l1 '3. .'3 rn a r r i edt 0 • t
-l, l "~~, J '-.4. ...J V _t. U.l.. '-- v. ....... - ~
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lia was very pleased$l'lCy r"eachscl the tDwn, iss 
~1 c y n~11\1~ t IJevealeo itseli~,t e tru Ch'lr&cter of arvin '" " ..­
his 1 o"\te . 1..Drlee~) h~d Ged himself of 




From this point on in the narrative, Macy fUlly plays 
the role of villain, although he did not deliberately "free" 
himself o.f his love, but was involuntarily "freed" .from it-­
and by the very object o.f the same love! His immediate 
reversion to his old ways and his ready adoption o.f lawless­
ness perhaps justi.fy Miss Amelia's reaction; but his bebavior 
additionally suggests tbat in choosing the one woman in town 
most likely to repudiate him, Marvin Macy was seeking not love 
but a permanent vindication .for bis status as an outlaw. It 
also illustrates another paradox: love is most bene.ficent and 
trans.forming when it exists chiefly in the imagination. Only 
a.fter Marvin Macy's marriage, when be comes to know (or iron­
ically .fails to know) bis bride, does love .fail him as a 
redemptive power. 
Upon his return from the penitentiary, now bearing hate 
instead of love for I'Uss Araella, t1acy is able to attain by 
spite what all of his previous tenderness could not win for 
him. He enjoys the best and largest table at the cafe, at 
which i~elia serves him free drinks. He settles into Big 
Papa's ornate bedroom and invades the parlor, "the private 
· i d the wh ole OI~ her 11'fe. ,,1rooms where Miss Amelia had 1 ve ­
And the unfulfilled marriage of eleven years ago is mockingly 
consummated in a passionate embrace of hate during the c1i­
msctic wrestling scene: 
lIb~(L, p. 60. 
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Then suddenly Narvin Macy managed to catch hold of Miss 
Amelia's left arm and pinion it behind her back. She 
struggled and got a grasp around his waist .•.. For a 
while the fighters grappled muscle to muscle, their hip­
bones braced against each other. Backward and forward, 
from side to side, they swayed in this way.l 
The unlikely catalyst of this cUlmination is the hunch­
backed dwarf, Lyman Ellis. Misshapen and ailing, he is an 
inverse manifestation of Marvin Macy's good looks and Amelia's 
robust vigor. Indeed, his appearance deviates so far frum the 
norm that on his twilight arrival in the town, he is at first 
mi s taken for a calf. Truly"a stranger in a strange land," he 
quickly establishes himself as the emotional and social center 
of the town, his easy gregariousness providing a direct con­
trast to Amelia's remoteness and Marvin Macy's defiance: 
There is a type of person who has a quality about him 
that sets him apart from other and more ordinary h~~an 
bein~s. Such a person has an instinct which is usually 
found only in small children, ~D instinct to establish 
immediate and vital contact between himself and all 
things in the world. Certainly the hunchback was of 
this~ type. He had only been in the store half an hour 
before an immediate contact had been established between 
him and each other individual. 2 
Some of his loquaciousness infects even Miss Amelia, 
1 
usually "a silent woman, not letting her tongue run wild,!U 
and she and the dwarf pass interminable hours in conversation. 
But even when engaged in this mutual pastime, their antithetic 
qualities are conspicuous: 
lIbid., p. 67. 2 Ibid ., p. 20. 




Their a?proach ~o any conversation was altogether differ­
ent. M7s~ Amella always kept to the broad, rambling 
generalltles ~f the matter, going on endlessly in a low, 
though~ful VOlce and getting nowhere--while Cousin Lyman 
could lnt~rrup~ her sUdd~nly to pick, magpie fashion, 
some detall WhlCh, even lf unimportant was at least 
concrrte and bearing on some practical'facet close at 
hand. 
Cousin Lyman complements Amelia in yet another way in 
that he serves as a surrogate child to her. There is a 
strong element of maternal pity in her love for the hunchback, 
and she nurses him with the same tender solicitude with which 
she treats her child patients. "In relation to her ILymorV is 
a homuncular incubus, the product of a nightmare marriage and 
the dark, secret perversion of her own soul.,,2 
Not only do Lyman's defects evoke Miss Amelia's pity, 
but they are the exact condition of her love, ruling out, as 
they do, any possibility of a heterosexual relationship, which 
she fears. L~non demonstrates his willingness to abdicate his 
male role by accepting and wearing an article of feminine 
attire, Miss Amelia's green wool shawl. Miss Amelia then 
makes him a present of her kidney stones set in a watcb chain. 
This bizarre gift not only represents the connection between 
love and pain, but also indicates her willingness to relin­
quish the masculine-like domination with which her economic 










respective oppositions of this outlandish pair mesh that 
together, they form "one great, twisted shadow."1 
Because he seemingly does not threaten her control, 
Miss Amelia freely makes Cousin Lyman a present of every 
element by which--in actuality--he is able to gain complete 
mastery over her. And, like Marvin Macy, Amelia must learn 
that love is simultaneously the condition of hope and the 
source of pain. For "even as she escapes from that constrict­
ing loneliness of which Cousin Lymon makes her aware, she loses 
her cherished independence. As in the case of Marvin, by lov­
inr' she hersel.f creates the beloved tyrant who eventually 
repudiates and destroys her.,,2 
With Cousin Lyman's ultimate treachery in abetting 
Marvin Macy's victory in the wrestling match, the circle of 
unrequited love is complete. It is a manner of behavior fore­
shadowed in a short story written by Carson McCullers when she 
was seventeen and published some years later: 
There is one thing I have learned, but it makes me feel 
guilty and is hard to figure out. If a pers~n.ad~ires 
you alot, you despise him and don't care--~nd 1t 1S t~e 
person who doesn't notice yo~ that you are apt to admlre. 
This is not easy to realize. 
lMcCullers, Ballad, p. 12. 
2Vickery, QE. cit., p. 15. 
3 lie" k It Saturday Evening Post,Carson McCullers, QUC sr, 
CCXXXVI (September 28, 1963), 69. 
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Each character or Ballad advances this pattern one 
step further by not only "despising" his lover, but by turn­
ing his affections upon the lover of his own lover, creat'lng 
an alliance with an apparent rival to protect his own identity 
against one who would "strip bare" his human defenses. "Ly­
mon's adoration of Marvin Macy stems from a need to oppose a 
strong will to Amelia, a strength which, not possessing him­
self, he appropriates. ,,1 As Cousin Lyman gains in dominance 
over Miss Amelia, his character fluctuates from pathetic to 
exasperating to ominous. The potential for evil which lurks 
within him is dramatized by his fondness for chicken breasts, 
hearts, and livers. 
To bolster belief in this weird triangle, Carson 
McCullers has set her tale in a tiny, Southern mountain ham­
let that is "lonesome, sad, and like a place that is far off 
and estranged from all other places in the world. ,,2 The ti tle 
infers a kinship with an ancient poetic genre, a kinship 
affirmed by certain ballad characteristics which dominate the 
work, such as a melodramatic plot uncomplicated by subtleties, 
which leaps from peak to peak of the action; objective narra­
tion recounted with a fateful intensity that refrains from 
II-Jayne D. Dodd, liThe Development of Theme through 
Symbol in the Novels of C'lrson McCullers,!1 Georgi'l Review, 
XVII (3 pI'.i ng, 1963), 212. 
cCul1ers, l3allad, p. 3. 
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explaining or moralizing; depersonalized, symbolic char­
acters immune to psychological or social realism; and an 
immediate, superstitious acceptance of supernatural elements. 
Ballad-like repetitive refrains both precede and follow the 
narrative breaks: 
So for the moment 
disjointed views. l regard these years from random and 
So do not forget this Marvin Macy. 2 
So let the slow years pass ••. .3 
That was ~he way Marvin Macy came back from the peni­
tentiary.q· 
That ~s the way Marvin Macy crowded into Miss Amelia's 
home. 
6That was how Miss Amelia was left alone in the town. 
In addition, the ballad-like form imparts a certain 
unity by both opening and closing the tale on the same note, 
a note of absolute desolation which matches the dreariness 
of the town, where "there is absolutely nothing to do; you 
might as well walk down to the Fork Falls Highway and listen 
The central action is thus framed by 
the sonq of the chain gang, whose symbolic significance is 
elucidated in a code subtitled "The Tt..relve Mortal Men. n It 
lIbid 
·
, 24 . 21bid 
·
, p . J1t.p
· 
I3Ibid , P 
· 
38 . 4-Ibid 
·


















lyrically describes the chan~ed song of the chain gang, 
'."orkinq at gun point from sunup to SUndOl1Yl: 
One dark voice will start a phrase, balf-sung, and like 
a question. And after a moment another voice will join 
in, 3 0 0 n t b e 1"JhoIe gH.n e: will be sin i? i n g • The v 0 ice S 8. r e 
dark in the polden glare, the music 'iniricatelv blended, 
both somber and joyful. The music will swell ~ntil at 
last it seems that the sound does not come from the earth 
itself, or the Hide sk:!. It:is music that ca.uses the 
hsart to ~row cold with ecstasy and fright. Then slowly 
the music will sink down until at last there remains one 
lonely voice, then a great hoarse breath, the sun, the 
sound of the picks in the silence. 
And wh at kind of gang is thi s that ca..n make S Llch mus ie? 
Just twelve mortal men, seven of them black and five of 
them white boys from this county. Just twelve mortal 
men who are together. l 
by servinf! as Yl a reminder that the piece is at one and 
tne S3.me time a literar'y ballad 8.J.'1d a folk dirge enclosiDp: a 
• f-ci- y'1l2cosmlC S vd.L>emeJ.l"C, the epilogue lends universal validity to 
arado cal and private vision contained in the central 
'1ction. no ean~J, at' course, is representative of all man­
,. h -''' j, th" I1h~+-h Q'-'mhA~
'. O":fO l~l'nl~' Il~{P ;.le <Jt../\..'I.J ,-,L}t1.;'J,-.J.L1 '\1\.... , v.. " '-".'J _ ~_J:SC1De is 
D'C the ch'1.1r1
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reality and the futile search of each lonely hunter for a 
harmony which transcends it can only result in a melody "half­
sung and like a question," akin in its ambivalence to Biff 
Brannon I s vision of "radiance and darkness." 
The ballad qualities filter the incredible story through 
the dimness of distant legend. Folk narrative is thus tr~~s-
muted into an examination of a universal moral condition; the 
imagination is drawn from what cDuld be merely a melodramatic 
investigation of bizarre relationships tD the prepDsterous 
ways of love as a power so bewitching that it subverts the 
natural bias of the self. 
The cafe as a contrDlling image further unifies the 
story. Carson McCullers has employed this device elsewhere, 
notably in The Heart ~ ~ LDnely Hunter and the short story, 
n A Tree. A Roc k. A 01 Dud. " The image serves as a micro­
cosmic reflection Df what is gDDd in tbe wDrld at large, a 
common meeting place where otherwise discrete individuals 
may be, h ot>1ever briefly, Ilrnembers 11 Df an embracing society: 
"For the atmosphere of a proper cafe implies these quali ties: 
fellowship, the satisfactions Df the belly, and a certain 
gaiety and grace of behavior. ,,1 But tbe paradox contained in 
the title (for a sad cafe is no proper cafe at all) again 
Thedefines the inherent tragedy of the human predicament. 




cafe is essentially an illusion, where the senses find 
temporary satisfaction and oblivion. So precious to the 
town because nthere, for a few hours at least, the deep 
bitter knowing that you are not worth much in this world 
could be laid low,nl the cafe is doomed to destruction by 
the same force of love which gave rise to it: love is both 
the hope and despair of the human race. 
The establishment, growth and consequent destruction 
of Miss Amelia1s cafe parallel the course of her love for the 
hunchback. The action is contained in four main scenes: 
Cousin Lymon's arrival, the opening of the cafe, Marvin Macy's 
return from the penitentiary, and the climactic wrestling 
match. Amelia's inexplicably generous reception of the hunch­
back later contrasts with her inexplicably stupified reaction 
to the return of Marvin Macy. In both cases, Amelia's behavior 
stimulates curiosity and rumors, for she departs from what the 
townspeople have grown to expect from her. 
The townspeople help to provide an objectivity that 
balances the tale between burlesque and allegory. For example, 
during t'1iss Amelia's \4edding ceremony, she "kept making an odd 
Qesture--she would rub the palm of her right band down the 
side of her satin wedding gown. She was reaching for the 
pocket of her overalls, and being unable to find it her face 
IIbid., p.SS. 
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became imp '.1 tien t, bored, and exasperated. If Juxtaposed 
against this humorous exaggeration is the chorus-like 
response of the mountain folk: 
But :o.far all had gone decently enough; the town was 
gratlfled, as people had seen what this love had done 
to Marvin Macy and hoped that it might also reform his 
bride. At least, they counted on the marriage to tone 
down Miss Amelia's temper, to put a bit of brid~-fat on 
her, and to change her into a calculable woman. 
In ~nother instance, Cousin Lymon appears as a parody 
of the traditional lovesick swain rejected by his beloved: 
"Sometimes the hunchback would give up, perch himself on the 
bannister of the front porch much as a sick bird huddles on 
a telephone wire, and grieve publicly. lf2 
~Dd again, the townspeople respond and interpret: 
During these weeks Miss Amelia was closely watched by 
everyone. • • • Miss Amelia seemed to have lost her 
will; for the first time in her life she hesitated as 
to just what course to pursue. And, like most people 
in such a position of uncertainty, she did the worst 
thing possible--she began following severJl courses at 
once, all of them contrary to each other. 
As if to emphasize the dispassionate relationship of 
the townspeople to the central action, Mrs. McCullers occa­
sionally pulls one of them forward from their distant mountain 
hamlet into the objective light of the present: 
Henry Macy winked nervously and rubbed his hands togethe~. 
Then' quietly, he left the bottom step and disappeared. ne 
-----------. 
30-31. 'r'~~.,d pp. 52-53. 
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is a good soul, and the hunchback's situation had touch~d his heart. l 
The rumor was started by a weaver called Merlie Ryan. 
He is. a man of not. muc~ account--sallow, shambling, 
and wlth no teeth ln h18 head. 2 
Therefore, according to Mrs. MacPhail, a warty-nosed 
old busybody who is continually movinQ her sticks of 
furniture from one part of the front room to another; 
according to her and to certain others, these two were 
living in sin. 3 
The interpretative role of the townspeople as a folk-
style Greek chorus is made even more explicit by the manner in 
which they appear in tightly clustered groups to observe each 
of the major scenes of action: II they are all alike in 
many ways as has been said .... So, for the present, think 
of them as a wh ole. 114 
The single identifying badge of this group is their 
suspicious inclination, their avidly malicious willingness to 
believe the worst of human nature. Yet such is the modifying 
inf1 uen ce of the cafe that, ini tially dra",m to rviis s Ameli a's 
premises by rumors that she has murdered the hunchback, they 
remain to participate .lD ht e .opeDlng f0 t~lIe ca~eL, "polite- even 
to the point of . . ­ liStlmldness .. 
The liquor served in the cafe ("Perhaps to1ithout it 
have been a cafe lf )6 contributes to thethere ;"'Quld never 
.., 
)Ibid , P . 2':' .1 Ibid . , p . (j . 2Ibid . , p . 1." ~ . 
!') 





favorably transforming effect. It is a transcendental liquor, 
imparting to the user a glow that sharpens his perceptions 
and illuminates the truth, paralleling the temporary but 
beneficent effects of love. The destruction of Miss Amelia's 
still by the vengeful Macy and Lyman thus assumes a symbolic 
value. 
The boarded-up house, by the end of the narrative 
devoid of both love and liquor, stands as a monument to love 
betrayed. From its shuttered windows Miss Amelia's face peers, 
"like the terrible dim faces lIDown in dreams--sexless and white, 
with two gray crossed eyes which are turned inward so sharply 
that they seem to be exchanging with each other one long and 
secret gaze of grief.«l 
There is an awesome finality to the vision set forth 
in The Ballad of the Sad Cafe: the irremediable flaw which 
exi 8 ts in the nature of love sentences each man to the fate 
of Miss Amelia, self-imprisoned in a shuttered and decaying 
fortress of the SOUl. The image of Miss Amelia's face, 
"remarkable for its metaphysical fusion of horror and com­
pas s jon, ,,2 lingers as a haun ting s ymbal of that vision. 
I'he theme of the tale transcends the bizarre char­
acters who enact it; although they are remote and fantastic 
as mountain spooks, in their futile embrace of love which 
. t 1 t-hey repre-sent what is true af the human heart.18 no _ove, 
IIbid., pp. 3-11.
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CLOCK WITHOUT HANDS 
It goes so fast. We don't have time to look at one 
another. I didn't realize ••.• Do any human beings 
ever realize life while they live it?--every, every­
minute? 
--Th ornton Wilder, 'bur Town ,,1 
Clock Without Hands, Carson McCullers' last published 
novel, is tied to the body of her other work by the same 
violent eruptions and sexually abnormal, spiritually alien­
ated characters that mark her earlier fiction. Yet, the 
grotesque has somehow receded, the murky atmosphere cleared. 
The dread and uncertainty remain, but in a context removed 
from the province of nightmare. Clock sir:nals a return to 
the more naturalistic diffuseness of The Heart Is ~ Lonely 
Hunter and, like the earlier novel, centers upon characters 
whose lives are colored by contemporary issues. 
A dust jacket statement by the author asserts th~t 
Clock "is about response and responsibility--of man toward 
hi 8 own 1 i vingne 8 S • " This theme is de veloped in a can text 
'fl'l "" .bounced by the story of J. T. l'''lalone, a 1',1 an, !Jeorgla, 
Dh 't _1 o'iscover.s in the openin,_",' chapter that he. ,,'lrmaC18 v. Fe _ is 
l'1'h .. 1"'1' "Our 'ro'..Jn A ;'reasurv of t,he rrhe'ltre,
L ort.>on vll ocr, -, It " - -all )
' (N' k Sl'man'~ Schuster, 10L!­'r 
tJahn Gqssner, edi tor jiew lor : / , 
p. 91.1.(3. 
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dying of leukemia; his death closes the novel. His final 
months of life are touched by each of the other major char­
acters: Judge Fox Clane, a prototypal, eighty-five-year-old 
Southern politician; the JUdge's teenage grandson, Jester 
Clane, whose liberal racial and political views acutely dis­
tress the Judge; and Sherman Pew, son of a white woman and 
Negro man, who, abandoned on a church pew in infancy, knows 
nothing of his own parentage. 
What Mrs. McCullers has intended within this framework 
is many-faceted: she has, first of all, attempted a paradoxi­
cal statement about the appreciation and awareness of life 
that sharpens simultaneously with the recognition of one's 
mortality; this idea is related to the theme of self-realiza­
tion, whereby each character's search for identity hinges upon 
a confrontation with the unalterable fact of death. In addi­
tion, by using her characters as symbolic equations of the old 
and new South, she has endeavored to create an allegory of 
that region as it is gripped by the paroxysms of the twentieth 
century. 
But rather than supplement, parallel, or illumine one 
another, the many implic'1tions of the novel frequently diverge, 
so that the sum total is confusion and ambiguityo Malone's 
structural position, which is similar to the frame provided by 
1311'f Brannon in Heart j SUR: g8S ts tha t the Iivingnes sand death 
uo rk Bu t aft e r thet horne was eoneeived as centra1 t o·t he '" --0 




Jester and Sherman; they introduce secondary themes and usurp 
the spotlight for the major portion of the story. Malone, 
whose life is only peripheral to theirs, never recaptures the 
significance which his tale initially promised. 
However, the novel is not entirely disjointed. An 
interesting and illuminating pattern of character relation­
ships emerges in connection with what critic Oliver Evans has 
1 d th " . t ti 1 .. ,,1 h .1abe~e . e eXlS en a crlSlS --t e achlevement of identity 
through engagement and moral choice. Each character in Clock 
must grapple with the problem of his own identity as he 
approaches that cathartic moment When he can either recognize 
himself or be lost forever; the contrasting reactions of 
Malone, Judge Clane, Jester, and Sherman to their respective 
turning points provide an often telling comment on the necessity 
of tmders tanding one I s essential nature. Carson McCullers I 
basic theme of spiritual isolation is relevant to her last 
novel, but with a shade of difference: the loneliness which 
haunts the world of Clock is largely the result of the failure 
to understand and communicate with the self. The oppositions 
and juxtapositions of characters which evolve as an outgrowth 
of th is mo ti f furnis h th e novel's prinei pal 8 ource of irony, 
upon Which, in typical fashion, the author has depended for 
the development of her ideas. A successive examination of 
Bach or the four major characters will clarify the dominant 
paradoxes and ironies as they relate to the realization of 
l('J' ., !liTh {~,~q", of Carson FcCullers, !!}eorriaJlvor J~v':lns, e ,,,'Au::' ~ 
RBv~ew, XVIII (June, 1964), 44. 
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Mrs. IvlcCullers' thematic concern wi th the "existential crisis. fI 
For Malone, of course, the crisis is occasioned by the 
discovery of his fatal illness. He sbares with Singer, Pender­
ton, and Berenice an awareness of human isolation, but bis 
awareness is given a further dimension by the knowledge of his 
impending death. The paradox upon which his dilemma rests was 
first introduced into Mrs. McCUllers' work in Reflections in 
a Golden Eye during the Captain's wild ride: 
" having 
gi ven up life, th e Captain sud denly began to live. ,,1 In the 
earlier work, bowever, the idea that an understanding of life 
quickens in the shadow of deatb was subordinate to another 
theme; in Clock Without Hands it completely dominates the 
strand of action dealing witb Malone and reverberates to vary­
inQ degrees in the lives of the other characters. 
In the stunned days following the fateful diagnosis of 
his illness, Halone is said to be "a man watching a clock 
2
wi th 0 u t hand s • II Hi s days are numbered, but he cannot pin­
point the exact hour of their termination. In this sense, he 
is t~veryman, helplessly t-latching time run out on his allotted 
1Carson NcCullers, Reflections in a Golden Es:e (New 
10r k : Ban tam, 1958), p. 76. 
2 W'n t H d (New York:C'1 r son ic1 c ClJ 11e r s, C10 Ck 1 t_ au an s 





lii'e's span. But becaus e th e time of his dea th has been 
predicted within a three month margin (he has been given 
between twelve and fifteen months to live), he can more 
properly be said to be watching a clock with hands; contrary 
to the author's apparent intention, it appears to be the 
other characters--naively oblivious or stubbornly unaware 
that each day brings them closer to death--who are living 
by a clock without hands. In contrast to Malone, they take 
th e ir "1 i vingne s s" for granted, never comprehend ing that it 
"is made up of countless daily miracles, most 
,,1
unnoticed. 
The meaning of the handless timepiece, 
Carson McCullers' symbolism, remains somewhat 
it signifies, in relationship to Malone, botb 
sure of man's finite years and, conversely, a 
of which are 




where time, unmeasurable by a clock without bands, has lost 
its tyranny. Reconciled to his death in the final chapters, 
Malone enters this realm when he pauses to consider the 
"Ii ttle roi racles 11 of life and to ponder the value of the 
moment independent of the time continuum. 
Malone is bitterly aware of the disparity between his 
own trans i ent s ta te and the infi nl te nature of time (t-thi cn 
fl. 11 • 'd' tCarson McCullers once characterized as an enu~ess 1 10 ••• 





screaming round the world. ll)l The pestle2 which Malone con­
templates early in the novel is akin to the element of time 
in its durability, symbolic of a universe that existed before 
his birth and will endure long after his death: 
It had belonged to Mr. Greenlove--when had he last 
remembered him?--and at his death the estate sold the 
property. How long had Mr. Greenlove worked with this 
pestle? And who had used it before him? ..• The 
pestle was old, old and indestructible. Malone wondered 
if it wasn't a relic from Indian times. Ancient as it 
was, how long would it still last? The stone mocked 
Malone. 3 
"Death i s always the same, but each man dies in his 
own way. ,,4 For Nalone, the way is one of utter solitude; 
the death sentence hanging over him has imposed a distorted 
perspective, isolating him from every familiar landmark. His 
absolute alienation is spelled out in his very surname. Even 
more than Blount, he is a "stranger in a strange land. 1I And 
yet because death is the universal fate common to all men, 
it is paradoxical that the specific foreknowledge of its 
arrival should prove so conclusively isolating. 
In the manner of the medieval Everyman, Malone vainly 
turns to family, friends, daily routine, and religion for 
r' 
so1 ace. ,~However, the. "zone of loneliness") which surrounds 
1 I" 1 ers, "l"Then \'fe. Avoe Los t, rt New Directi ons, Carson ~cGul ~I ••. n. 
X (1946),509. 
2 H d was entitledIn its or! ginal form, Clock \H tb ou t ~~an s 
The Pestle. 
3McCullers, Clock, p. 21. 




him, and to which he initially attributes his physical condi­
tion, has been a long time in the making. Despite an out­
wardly placid relationship with his wife, he no longer shares 
anything with her except the cares of parenthood. Indeed, 
secretly resenting the efficiency with which she manages, he 
wonders--much as Biff Brannon reflected on his own courting 
days--what became of the young Martha who wore chiffon 
dresses. Only gradually does he recognize that time has 
worked its changes upon him too. Turning for comfort to his 
friend Judge Clane, he at first is cheered by the skepticism 
with which the JUdge regards the fateful diagnosis. But 
because the JUdge is so totally self-absorbed, despite the 
reflected glory which Malone feels in his presence, no true 
communication is possible between the two men. 
Malone's professional life, too, is suddenly meaning­
less; the patent cures which he has prescribed over the years 
now mock bis own incurable state. A plain man who bas never 
before questioned the "why" of his routine, he now ponders 
the insicmificance of his life and of the wasted, direction­
les8 years. 
When Malone attempts to find consolation in his 
religion he encounters only empty phrases iL'1d glib evasions
" , 
from his minister. Defeated by a world he sees as one of 
lIinconrzr'ui ties in which there was no order or conceivable 
~-------.-
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design, ,,1 and finally unable to communicate with anyone 
except in rage, he one by one exhausts all sustaining 
resources but his inner self. To his final horror, he finds 
that in the daily tedium of eXistence, he has lost even 
that. This realization is brought home to him when, browsing 
through a book from the hospital library, Kierkegaarde's Sick­
ness Unto Death, he is struck by a chillingly apt passage: 
"The greatest danger, that of losing one's own self, may pass 
off quietly as if it were nothing; every other loss, that of 
an arm, a leg, five dollars, a wife, etc., is sure to be 
noticed. ,,2 Recognizing at this point that he has long been 
spiritually dead, Malone sees himself as a personification 
of death-in-life. In an abrupt and irrational attempt to 
recapture his "livingness,1l he departs from his old behavior 
patterns, splurging on custom-tailored suits and long­
neglec ted and expens i ve dental repairs. liSa dying, Malone 
took more care of himself than be had done in life. 1I3 
However, he is still tormented by the ambivalence 
which suspends him between the unreconciled worlds of the 
1 i vi ng and the dead, un ti 1 an incid ent of racial vi olence, 
providing him with the opportunity for moral choice, 
resolves his conflict. At a meeting where the bombing of 




Sherman Pew's house is planned, Malone draws the slip of 
paper designating him to do the job, and unexpectedly, he 
refuses: "Gentlemen, I am too near death to sin, to murder. 
• • • I don't want to end anger my soul. ,,1 
Following this action, Malone is able to relinquish 
his claim to life. His existence contracts until it is nar­
rawly bounded by only the walls of his sick room. His final 
days bring him a measure of tranquility and self-acceptance: 
"He was no longer a man watching a clock wi thout hands. He 
was not alone, he did not rebel, he did not suffer. He did 
not even think of death these days. He was not a man dying 
• nobody died, everybody died.,,2 Near death, he iron­
ically finds in his own selflessness--earlier a source of acute 
distress--the comfort he has been seeking during his final 
months: flBut bis livingness was leaving him, and in dying, 
living assumed order and a simplicity that Malone bad never 
known before. The pulse, the vigor was not there and not 
1t3wanted. The design alone emerge d . 
Malone's conscious acquiescence to fate directly 
contrasts with his original response to his illness, wben he 
unknowingly "confused the end of life wi th the beginning of a 




1 p. .'2~·, 21 ~~ 
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new season. But despi te the irony, his intuition is cor­
rect, for the progressive realization of his own mortality 
brings about in him a philosophical rebirth which defines 
the profound meaning of life. 
The chapters of the novel dealing with Malone are among 
the most moving of Mrs. McCullers' work. The polarities of 
livingness and death between which Malone is caught create a 
compelling framework for an otherwise ordinary character, 
whose very commonplaceness, juxtaposed against bis universal 
dilemma, invests him with an unforgettable poignancy. How­
ever, the climax of his development--his refusal to be part 
of the bombing plot--Ioses the impact of its intended signif­
icanee, weakened as it is by Malone's motivation. His stand 
appears to be less a moral choice than an insurance policy 
1Qainst possible damnation, and because the question of sin 
and retribution is extraneous to the central theme of the 
novel, Malone's progression as a character--although thor­
oughly believable--is thematically incomplete. 
r"1alone I s character development is antithetic to that 
of his old friend, JUdge Fox Clane. A stereotype of the 
deluded Southern politician who clings to a remembered glory 
that is more myth than history, he is pained by the disrup­
tion of the past by an obstreperous present, ~nd chooses to 
I} . d 
... bI .• , p. 1. 
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resolve the conflict by ignoring it. Ther f 1 ~ e ore, any c ock-­
with or without hands--is of little significance to the JUdge, 
for his eye is stubbornly fixed on a remote point in the past, 
where time has stopped. His l'nflexl'bl'll't Fy, o~ course, cannot 
change the implacable direction of events, but because be is 
representative of a sizable and ultraconservative faction, it 
does suggest that the Supreme Court's "all deliberate speed" 
will also be measured by a clock without bands. 
Fox Clane is a comic-pathetic creature wbose given 
name is a mockery. Dottering and foolbardy, he lacks both 
the cunning and subtlety of his namesake. He is no stranger 
to death, having survived a brother, wife, daughter-in-law, 
and son. Yet he refuses to recognize the inevitability of 
deatb, calling it lithe great treachery"l and consoling bim­
self wi than axiom Qleaned from a woman I s magazine: IlHow 
can the dead be trUly dead when they are still walking in my 
heart? n2 Al th ough his large Victorian borne is filled wi th 
remembrances of his wife and son, be glosses over the cir­
cumstances of their deaths, just as, years earlier, he 
refused to recornize the fatal nature of his wife's illness 
or to admit his moral responsibility for his son's suicide. 
"I 1 wl'll not· out\olardly acknowledge that heE.von nOl'l, 10 _~ _ 
has suffered a true stroka-­




spoke .of tr a light case of polio," "little seizure, II 
etc. ll\jh~n he '7as up and around, he declared he used 
the walkIng stIck because he liked it and that the 
"Ii t tIe attack" had probably benefi ted him as his mind 
had grow~ keener because of contemplation and Ilnew
studies. ll 
His evasions contrast with Malone's behavior. Wbere­
as the druggist initially has less difficulty in confiding 
his illness to Clane than in accepting it himself, tbe Judge, 
although minimizing his illness to others, "was truthful to 
hims elf; i t was a stroke and he had nearly died. ,,2 Signif­
icantly, he can make this admission only when the immediate 
dan~er h~s passed and death is no longer an imminent threat. 
The force which sustains him in the present is his 
dream of restoring the past by the government redemption of 
Confederate money. Just as he attempted to replace Missy 
after her death by courting women with reminiscent qualities 
(an echo of Berenice's efforts to substitute "little bits 
and pieces fl of Ludie for the whole man), so he also attempts 
to resurrect an equally dead era by reviving a symbolic aspect 
of it. In this way, he hopes to turn the clock back H a hun­
dred years 113 and cheat death by achieving immortali ty. 
Foolishly, he fails to see that his dream is not only impos­
8ible but that it has occasioned still another kind of death: 
1 r)L , . J p. >t·t 01. ~.:J_. , p. i~l.A.. e' 
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a break in his relationship with Jester. "For the break in 
unders tanding, in s ympa thy, is indeed a form of death. nl 
Cl~nefs mental collapse, marked by the recitation of 
the Gettysburg address to protest the Supreme Court school 
integration decision, coincides in time with Malone's death, 
and the two events serve as foils. Malone, resigned to self­
lessness and death, has found order and simplicity; Clane is 
self-entombed in a dead past where sensitivity has deteriorated 
into sentimentalism and purpose into perverseness. By assuming 
that his original victory over death was an irreversible one, 
he has forfeited the awareness which redeemed Malone and can 
only babble the opposite of what he intends to say. 
Just as Malone and JUdge Clane manifest various phases 
of th e 1den ti ty and death motif, s 0 Jester Clane and Sherman 
Pew, in their separate quests for their own identities, serve 
as foils not only to each other but to the two older men as 
well. 
Sherman differs markedly from the Negroes in 1'1r8. 
f"lcCullers' earlier fiction. Lacking the spiritual endurance 
of Portia and Berenice, without the impassioned but dis­
'1' d ded' t'10n D.r. 'v"'o· p.eland- or the humanity of allclp_.lne lea OLP 
as a somewhat contrived individual whosethree, he
 
pli~"!ht is pi tiful but whose character is repugnant.
 
1 ]"- 'd




His baffled search for a self ironically contrasts with 
that of Malone, for the latter has lost what Sherman has never 
possessed. Sherman's lack of identity, initially deriving 
from his foundling status, is complicated by his racial and 
adolescent ambivalence. Half White, half black, partly child 
and partly adu 1 t, his fragmented parts war wi th each ather, 
resulting in the di8integrati~n of the personality. He has 
been emotionally scarred not only by his own unhappy child­
hood, but predating that, by the conditions governing his con-
caption and birth, and by all of the injustices perpetuated 
agains t his race th roughou t his tory. (Al th ough his physical 
heredity is equally black and white, he is classed as, and 
identifies with, the black race as a matter of course.) 
The pressures which weigh upon Sherman thus illustrate 
the presentness of the past, a paradox to which Sherm~n's 
particul~r clock without hands relates. The time element 
which it symbolizes is an inseparable blend of past, present, 
and future, immeas urable by any clock. Time does not move 
forward for Sherman; he is burdened with a century's accu­
+- ., t" Tr contT'_ast to JUd,.rJ__ e Clane, t4ho cannot
_ilmu I aveCj rosen -monvS. - .
 
effectively bring the p'3.st into the present, Sherman Ca.1'1110t
 
separate one from the other.
 
tle harbors imparts tD himblisterin~ resen t 11t .The me·
the same miSShapen 
------------
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Except_ .for his eyes, he looked like any other colored 
boy. But his eyes were bluish-gray, and set in the 
dark .face they had a bleak, violent look. Once those 
eyes were seen, the rest of the body seemed also unusual 
and out o.f proportion. The arms were too long the che;t 
too broad--and the expression alternated from ~motional 
sensitivity to deliberate sUllenness.l 
Like many other McCulleps' characters who create 
through illusion a defense against a world they are powerless 
to change, Sherman finds his own fantasies far more compelling 
and satis.factopy than reality. "A lot of my life I've had to 
make up stories because the real, actual was either too dull 
2 
or too hard to take," he confesses to Jester. The more marked 
his failure to establish an identity, the more elaborate are 
the fantasies he spins. Never doubting his assumption that 
his mother was an innocent Negro raped by a white man, he 
eventually indulges in the bizarre hope that Marian Anderson 
is his mother, going so far as to write her a letter addressed 
to the steps of the Lincoln Memorial. 
Despite his admiration for Marian Anderson, his musical 
tas tea run to "German lieder" rather than Negro spiri tuals, 
II • • 113which he rejects as Dlgger mUSle. Thus, although he indicts 
all white men as crazy, bigoted, and violent, he disclaims his 
own cuI tural heri ta[~e in favor of the music of a nation 







recently guilty of the most staggering genocide in history! 
His contemptuous treatment of Jester is a repetition 
of the lover-beloved dichotomy spelled out in Ballad of the 
Sad Cafe. A measure of the hate and fear he experiences in 
his role as beloved is reflected in the manner by whicb he 
reserves his severest and most demonic cruelties for those 
wbo love and trust him most. Perhaps he is the most conclu­
sively isolated of all of Mrs. McCullers' characters; unable 
to accept Jester's friendship, he takes for the object of his 
Olm ~ffections the sbadowy Zippe Mullins, who exists within 
the novel only peripherally, never materializing as an actual 
character. 
Early in the novel, Sherman is portrayed as fascinated 
by unusual words and expressions. However, bis carefully 
~ccumulated vocabUlary, a medium he uses to taunt Jester by 
making up non-existent and therefore meaningless words, serves 
not as a means of furthering communication but of blocking it. 
e disclosure that his father was not the white rapist 
he hgs lmagined but a Negro passionately in love with bis white 
mother destroys his already feeble grasp of self. He is 
driven, in a desperate bid for attention, to make use of sev­
eral IlVJhi tea Only!f public faclli ties, but his infrinr!ements 
meet only negligible disregard. His ultim~te defiance, tbe 
r(mtinfl and occl1pyinf1 of a house in a vlhite neirhborhood, is 
1I t' . doa final compulsive response to his need to do some.hlnr, 
~------.-
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~thing, do 80me th Ing' ,,1 that sentences him to death as 
surely as his father was sentenced to die for transgressing 
lupon the White world. Just as Malone h b
- . as ecome resigned to 
death by accepting his own selflessness, so, inversely, Sher­
man accepts death as a means of rejecting a self to which he 
cannot become reconciled. 
Sherman' 8 discovery about his father imprisons him in 
a constricted atmosphere of "furniture" and lthino!'l"2. 
c~ , 
Jester's discovery of the truth about his father's death 
releases him from his adolescent quest to detePmine "Who am 
I? Wha t am I? VJhere am I going? 1t,3 These are the same ques­
tiJns with which the other characters wrestle, but Jester is 
alone in finding a positive answer. 
His ironic position as the "bated" and "feared" lover 
is an echo, of course, of similar relationships developed in 
earlier novels. In this instance, however, Jester's loneli­
ness experienced as the lover in the inward world of his OID1 
creation awakens in him a positive resolution of conflicting 
emotions that strikes a new note in Mrs. McCullers' fiction. 
The only one of her adolescents to ~row up, his advances on 
the road to m~turity are paradoxically marked by homosexual 
passion and incidents of violence and death. i-lith an earnest-
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by a determination to transcend it: 
Nif!ht J.fter night he dreamed of h s father. And bavinrJ' . i>~\i~nc1 tii:3 father he '.'Jas able t."..L-f' d h' IF L: -~ -~ n' 1rnse~. Fe was 
his father's son and be "'laS goinq to be a lawyer. Once 
C-u h (:~ b e v.J:L 1, d e rrn 8 Yl t 0 :f teo many c '(l O' I' C A.. ~. ~ 1 a Y> 1 ­
.. - .. --GeLeGaway, Jesterfelt happy and free. l 
Similarly, when he achieves a transcendent view of 
earttJ from the airpl':me in \-Jhieh he has taken Sherman's mur­
uerer, he gains a neH pers pecti ve on life and on himself: 
Lookin dOlrJY1t..rard fr:xr1 a~,:ltitude of tl;JO thousand feet, 
the 83.rth '::l.8sumes ord,er. Ii cown, even lan, is sym­
metrical, exact as a small gray honeycomb, complet~. 
The surroundinq terrain seems designed by a law more just 
and mathematical than the laws of property fuld bigotry: 
a dark parallelogram of pine wDods, square fields, rec­
tangles of sward. On this cloudless day the sky on all 
~.J·rl-e~. On".. ~ ..gl.~nvp ~lna nla~Q is a ~l~n~ m~h~~~na ~f' blue
..;-'" - ~. ~ --....,.~. LJ<-'-J ;'-.1- -'._0 _'- ,. v ...L .....~u L!!'....J..l.JlJuLil\....,l V ."'- , 
impenetrable to tbe eye and the imagination. But down 
be 1 el'" t.he earth is round. The earth is finite. From 
this hei~ht you do not see m~n and tbe details of his 
humiliatIon. ~he earth from a creat distance is perfect 
·'lr~d vJhole. 
t t!~~ i sis ·:lrl ord er forej to the he~rt, and to love 
~rth au muet com clo3er. you circle 
e em 
110 J n I' VU 1 
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unders tanding of indi vidual man. His evolving rna turi ty and 
self-realization counterpoint the character patterns estab­
lished by Judge Clane, Malone, and Sherman; Jester's par­
ticular symbolic clock is wi thout bands because his potential 
development is oriented toward the future, a quantity that can­
not be measured or clocked. 
The symbolic structure formed by the interrelationships 
ofjVjalone, Jud ge Clane, J es tel", and Sherman to each other is 
obviously an equation of the contemporary Southern dilemma, 
intended as a political and social commentary. However, the 
ironic criticism which should result from this construction 
does not come off; the individual characters fail to support 
the weight of their symbolic roles. 
Jud~e Clane is an obvious type, representative of the 
conservative, backward-looking South. But his adv~nced 
senility too completely absolves him of any moral responsi­
bility, and his actions at the close of the novel suggest the 
sudden and total surrender of his particular class, an infer­
ence contrary to actual political fact. Jester Clane, as a 
member' of a new and liberated generation, is clearly identified 
as one of the South I s "men of ;:toad \,Jill "I in to/bom bope for the 
future lies, but although bis development strikes the most 
IDonald i~m(3rSOn, "The Al11bifZuities of Glock VHtbo~t 




positive note yet in C~rson McCullers l fiction, his effec­
tiveness in saving Sherman from his fate or in acting as an 
agent of justice in dealing with Sammy Lank is more intended 
than actual. Sherman Pew, a personification of the newly 
rebellious Negro, is so much an outsider, so immoderately 
defiant and thoroughly isolated by his contempt and hatred, 
that he cannot represent an entire racial or ethnic group. 
Malone appears to be the conscience of the South, rejecting 
violence as a morally satisfactory solution, but his eventually 
submissive death in the final chapter confuses the symbolic 
implication of the novel by contradicting the positive outlook 
for the future which Jester's development supposedly injects. 
The poli tical frame of reference achieved by the symbolic 
equations seems most effective as a parallel to and an exten­
stan of the asserted varieties of frustrated love relation­
ships evolved in the novel. 
Nor is the connection between the identity and death 
concepts ever completely defined. Each character finds (or 
fails to find) his respective identity in a death-related 
crisis, but the correlation (with the exception of Malone's 
story) appears somewhat arbitrary. Carson McCullers bas 
tl tl t firm sense ofemphasized the importance of livingnes8 0 a
 
tr· 'J t' II b tt 0_',:,' l'n.''''1'~'_;vene88 and cohesion.
lCJ(Jl1 ,1 ty, ut at'tH3 expense o~ -
The oppositions of past and present, self and 8elf1e88­
, · ... h t' hA novel develops create





a keen sense of the ironical quality of life, but to no 
definitive enrl. The author has relied too heavily upon a 
political frame of reference to support a highly personal 
paradox. In her earlier works, the varying shades of irony 
which colored her novels were more directly related to the 
realization of theme. In Clock Without Hands, where Mrs. 
McCullers has attempted to include a wide ran~e of material 
that does not blend well, the ironic polarities tend to 
divide rather than support the total work. The juxtaposi­
tiona of character are interesting, establishing a pattern of 
counterpoint and contrast that illumines the basic thematic 
concepts; however, the value of this carefully developed com­
position is weakened by the failure of the various themes to 
cohere. 
CarS2n McCullers is most successful, when, like Jester, 
she zeroes in more closely for one lone look into a pair of 
human eyes. It is at the personal level, where I'hlone's 
story exists, that her last novel comes alive. For, despite 
its frame 0 f soc:i a1 f'eference, Clock tHthout Hands is a def­
inition of the fatality of man's estate, aldn to Biff Brannonls 
01~ 'L s tru. le and the endless passa28mornent'lry glimpse toe numan 
of humanity throurh time. 
. t l'!1_te-rostinR" in the contextbut lone, in turn, .1 s mos '
 
of the
 l1JOrk: if, in 
~'l ~ h "n~ rprC!:p




it is an order "foreign to the heart" and foreign to Hrs. 
Mccullers' basic viewpoint. Somewhere in the distance, 
counterpointing Malone's last peaceful sigh, is the song 
of the twelve mortal men. In the final analysis, it is the 
r 
comp1exi ties of life and not of death, that bound the province 






Why are we 8PlhittU~On our double nature, bow are we planned?

Father, upon w a lmage are we spanned?
 
Turning helpless in the garden of right and wrong
 
Mocked by the reversibles of good and evil
 
Heir o~ the ~xil~,"Lucifer, and Brother of Thy universal Son
 
Who sald it 18 flnlshed when Thy syntbesis was just be~un.
 
We suffer the sorrow of separation and division ~
 
With a heart that blazes with Christ's vision;
 
That though we be deviously natured, dual planned
 
Father upon Thy ima~e we are spanned.
 
--Carson McCullers l 
What Carson McCullers has attempted to portray in ber 
fiction is the experience of Everyman in his attempt to escape 
from the inevitable state of isolation which accompanies the 
human condition. The picture which emerges from an examina­
tioD of her five major works is a somber one: man is trapped 
within himself not only by the duality of his own nature, but 
by the ambivalent, paradoxical nature of the world at large. 
The anti theses bett-Jean which r"irs" rJfcCullers' rueful heroes 
and heroines are caught are forever irreconcilable; it is the 
cunsequent fI"or1'o\o1 01' separation and division" upon which her 
V·l""l··on h f' .. d 1· ... on.l·c·"c.-..~-1"l,(J t,."rninO''-'v . the failure of human.g . a8as~ene,. 
comnnmicati on into a communicable art form. 
ach of her novels establishes opposinrr sets of polar 
create the consistent vein ofclaims whose resultin~ tensions 
, II 
'1' th er nD~ll _,Y Im'''aA.,0.,::"1CarSDn u '-' 'T'h" Are('llle· l~q , L
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irony which runs through her fiction. These OPpositions are 
manU'ested in a variety of ways. One character (such as a 
Rl' ff Brannon orF'rankie Addams) may embody·
u antagonistic 
traits which, producing inner tensions and turmoil, render 
futile any attempt at communication; or, inversely, a char­
acter (Penderton, for example) may represent a single facet 
of the human personality which so dominates him that, although 
drawn to other human beings of opposite inclinations, be fails 
to make meaningful contact with them. The very name of a char­
acter (Singer, Amelia, Jester) may contradict his essential 
nature and ye t s ug ges t the direc ti on in which he yearns to 
grow. The self is, tben, both the impetus and the obstacle 
to communication. 
Polari ties are sometimes inherent in the situations 
demanded by plot, as in Clock Wi tbout Hands, lrlhere rhlone' s 
author-ordained fate serves as a foil to Jester's self-
realization and consequent sense of livingness. There is 
even an ironic tension existing between the objective, exact­
ing prose in which Carson McCullers writes and the turbulent 
emotions that boil beneath its calm surface. 
['Irs.In addition, the thematic material which interests 
iVicCullars under-scor'as the "double nature" of the universe as 
she sees it. The vari ous dichotomies of love-pain, rsality­
illusion, hope-di[~enchantment, and innocence-experience 
regUlarly recur as rarniliar motifs 
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of paradox within the context of her fiction. 
Because Mrs. McCullers views love as the 
single means 
of escapinQ (however unsatisfactorily and temp '1)~ . . orarl y the 
spiritual isolation which is her primary theme, much of the 
paradox which characterizes her work derives from the con­
flicting emotions inherent in any love relationship. However, 
love is not to be interpreted purely in the romantic or sexual 
sense. As critic John Vickery has phrased it, IIRather it is 
the measure of the heart's desire, the goal of m' t d ~- .an s quee , an 
the image of the world he lives in. III 
In her first novel, The Heart Is ~ Lonely Hunter, Mrs. 
McCullers has investigated the paradoxes of fraternal love; 
Reflections in a Golden Eye similarly explores the ironic 
aspects of twisted sexual love; The Member of the Wedding, 
familial love ;rhe Ballad of' the Sad Cafe, parodied romantic 
love; and Cl 1tH thout Hands returns to the love motif of her 
earliest novel to once more portray the vagaries of friendsbip 
and fraternal love. In another but related way, Heart, Member 
and Clocl.;: all define love in its universal essence, as a 
spiritual relationship etween man and the world, whereas 
HeCleetions and l~'3.11ad represent love in its romantic or 
sexual gen86, as a personal relationship between man and man. 
. (I1 If ~ 11 ,A f'lan, of Love, ­
.Tohn Vickery, . Carson CD.ers, 
, 1 , ,
Itllscol1sin Studio i~ Gonternporary Literature, I ( Win 'Gel', 
1960), I]. 
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'rhe many outward deformities borne by C Vi 
arson l'lcCullers' 
characters not only symbolically reflect their twisted inner 
lives, but also serve to illustrate the irrational nature of 
love, which persistently chooses unlikely or grotesque 
objects. The lives of the physically afflicted, of a Singer 
or a Cousin Lyman, contain private tragedies of despair and 
isolation, but additionally--by force of the inexplicable 
absurdities innate in any love relationship--generate love and 
hold violence in abeyance for a redemptive, if fleeting, 
interval. 
As a paradox of violence and calm, gentleness and 
cruelty, and beauty and ugliness, the force of love both 
binds men together and irrevocably separates them, for the 
lover and the beloved are from "different countries, It and eacb 
brings to the relationship incompatible and irreconcilable 
needs. The chain ean~ls togetberness--twelve mortal men bound 
by their mutual adversity--is presented as the only alternative 
to the doomed pursuit of love; it is pain, rather than love, 
Hhich forges til true bonds of brotherhood. SUffering emerges 
in the McCullers' world as the single constant, whereas love 
'11 ep burning pointL.::l '''' necessarL'1 y l,usory 'lnO'beme,-,-.ra l "Tbe 
Where love and pain meet"l is a locale to which Carson 




McCullers returns again and again and hi h 
w c prOVides, along­
side the microcosmic cafe and mythical Southern tOlm, the 
setting for each of her novels. The inconsistencies and 
mockeries of love, which thus contribute so heavily to her 
characteristically ironic viewpoint and tone, are first 
thematically developed in Heart and, although interwoven in 
each subsequent novel, most explicitly stated and illustrated 
in Ballad. 
Another dichotomy which marks the work of Carson Mc-
Cullers and provides her with a major source of irony is the 
split between reality and illusion. This is a theme as old 
as literature itself, but it acquires a distinctive coloration 
at Mrs. McCullers' hands as a corollary of her proposition that 
true communion between individual beings is impossible. Frus­
trated by the failure of communication, her characters seek 
refuge in a variety of impossible dreams. However, there is 
not a s lng le ins tance ItJhere the au thor has permi tted them to 
live by the illusions t-ihich they create. Although the dreamer's 
f'inward world II is "complete in himself," as the reader is told 
in Ballad, it is not complete in itself. Again and again, 
reali ty batters down the protective walls of the inner room. 
Mick must eventually accept the fact that she will never 
become a concer't pianist ,iust as I'1alone must finally come to 
. t~ The sbimmeringterms wi th tt1e fact of his impendin:r oea ,1. 
. hop c'. S 1'._:", PI a IT A d of' f a Q' a ins t hisImpracticality of man's . 0 -~ ~J-
-------.~ 
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j ustifiable fears in a series of interlockl'n~ to contrasts 
that captures the veracity of both the worlds of illusion 
and reali ty. 
Adolescents figure heavily in Carson McCullers' fic­
tion, playing a major part in three of her novels (Heart, 
Member and Clock) as well as in several of her short stories. 
The ambiguities intrinsic to this time of life, juxtaposed 
a~ainst the relative maturity {or immaturity} of the other 
characters, create still another source of irony. Alter­
nately wrenched by the divergent worlds of childhood and 
adulthood, Mick, Frankie, and Jester all straddle the unsteady 
rungs of life's ladder which lie between innocence and experi­
ence. The disparity between the naivete of the adolescent and 
the destructive nature of the world as he encounters it defines 
the area of his dilemma. His "dominant mode of coming to 
terms wi th the wOr'ld is feeling, LhisJ prime mode of acquiring 
. . . "Iexperlence ln dreamlng. 
Each is sexually indeterminate: Mick and Frankie are 
the tomboys that their names indicate, ~~d Jester has latent 
homosexual leanin Nonegs. undergo a complete .,sexuaL .lnl. t'la­
tion. Although IViick 'illd Jester are introduced to the act Df 
sex, both fail to ,~rasp the emotional range of its implica­
t Lon El • 'This is :in epin 





The reality-illusion conflict is srro-n~ly d 
u to ramatized 
in all of the adolescent characters. The .lnnocence of youth 
fosters an idealism which creates a dream world where all 
things are possible, but where disillusionment is inev't b'~ 
" 1 a ~.....,. 
Only Jester, in making the transition from hope to disenchant­
ment, is able to synthesize reali ty with his ninner room ll and 
face the fu tu re wi th renewed deaication . Although Jes tel" S 
sudden self-realization is less than convincing, he is never­
theless the only one of Carson McCullers' adolescents to 
mature. 
Her approach to the problem of good and evil is again 
paradoxical. AlthouQ'h the tradition in which she writes bas 
often been traced to that of Hawthorne and Helville, bel' 
al1e oric treatment of "the reversibles of good and evil ll 
is rarely defined by cle'lr-cut boundaries. One is often des­
cribed in terms of the other, or both are represented within 
a sinrl1e character, such as a Dr. Copeland, a Miss Ameli '3., or 
a Jester Cl~ine--characters both sinned against and sinning, 
neitbEH'vill fW nor heroes, but rather what Ihab Hassan has 
II.....
appropriately chosen to cil11 VIctIms. III ~v8nts, too, ~re 
presented in this shifting light; the values customarily 
. ., 'h ar"'l' "'"'A illness 'Incinvested in such experIences as Olrt;" tn. 1.'''-b V , 




death are so altered by ironic circumstances that one can 
'lImo::' t agree l!Jith H3.mlet that II the re i 8 nt' .JO rlng good or bad, 
• -I- -I-,:.'n..~" Ti.\,{i n a malces it SD."l[iU u - ~ ~-' - --'­
This vJavering scale	 of values 1rlbich permits Mrs. 
cut across the boundaries of good 
. ., .
and eVIL In a sin{'zle act (for example, rHck's ill-fated efforts 
tJ discipline ubher fDllowin~ the shotting . " \lnCldent; precludes 
the poseibility of ca-te30rizing her work as either tragic or 
corne. It is neither, and it is both. The author' Vi81<1S life 
lS both comic ':l.nd pathetic; her heroes "are the ill-prepared 
and the ill-equipped; they seek not victor'y over life but a 
secure h'lven, gnd the struggle is not a glory but an almost 
unbearable vioLl tle)Ij of the self. Thus the ct<Jarfed, the 
lJnderno ri~hed, the black, and the tender­
.. "c:r r s tor~1(!3 .. Singer, passionately 
c In;rn i ttL' 
t	 eJ.8vate him to tr lC:: r 
au~ht in a web of p1	 etic[! '1 U ers(?1 
~._~._,_.~_.~.~.~._~._,...._,_.".",_., .._­
huntross, 'i cCullerE:~: LOfle 1 
(.. rln , 1 
e0n11C fun. 












The author's carefully controlled objectivity, ber 
refusal to directly judge or comment on ber characters and 
situations reinforces the wryly ironic tone of ber fiction. 
What might have been merely gothic, melodramatic, or senti­
mental is expanded by her characteristically paradoxical 
approach to encompass the universal condition of spiritual 
isolation from which all suffer. Carson McCullers once wrote 
an a journey s auth, "There is a strange sense of poetry in the 
uglines s, the drabnes s of things, and tbere is always the 
poetry of house and childhood, no matter how ugly it seems to 
others. III This viewpoint is typical of the author who has 
invested such bizarre and alienated characters as John Singer 
and Frankie Addams wi th a humani ty so intense tbat they have 
become representative of all lonely hunters everywhere, 
strangely symbolic of a str9.11ge and p3.r3.doxical age. 
1917-1967," Satur-IHalph rvrcGill, Hearson Cullers: 
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